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RPI/PECE PECE-
172

Access group PECE
essays from group
pages.

Story Open Trivial Unresolved Unassigned Lindsay
Poirier

Lindsay
Poirier

26/Aug/16
4:01 PM   19/Oct/16

2:48 PM         0 1  

PECE essays with certain group audience
should appear here under the Essays tab
on the group page (thumbnail will be the
icon). Filter the view to list only the
essays that the current user role has
permission to open.

None 9223372036854775807 None None Not
started

PECE essays with certain
group audience should
appear here under the Essays
tab on the group page
(thumbnail will be the icon).
Filter the view to list only
the essays that the current
user role has permission to
open.

1|hzzstj:jt924mko00ytae0i

RPI/PECE PECE-
171

Access PECE essays
from the Tag/Discover
page (add a filter
checkbox here)

Story Closed Trivial Done Luiz Guerra Lindsay
Poirier

Lindsay
Poirier

26/Aug/16
4:01 PM   19/Oct/16

1:33 PM
11/Oct/16
7:39 PM

Vinga-
20161010     0 1  

Acceptance criteria: 
* -Users should be able to view PECE
essays from discover page- 

 * -Add a filter checkbox, so that users can
filter to this content type.- 

 * Photo essays tagged with certain terms
should also appear on the tag page. 

 * -The photo essay thumbnail will be the
icon.- 

 * -Filter the view to list only the essays
that the current user role has permission to
open.-

None 9223372036854775807 None None Not
started

* Users should be able to
view PECE essays from
discover page 

 * Add a filter checkbox, so
that users can filter to this
content type. 

 * Photo essays tagged with
certain terms should also
appear on the tag page. 

 * The photo essay thumbnail
will be the icon. 

 * Filter the view to list only
the essays that the current
user role has permission to
open.

1|i005lo:v

RPI/PECE PECE-
170

Access PECE essays
from the Dashboard Story Closed Trivial Done Lucas

Constantino
Lindsay
Poirier

Lindsay
Poirier

26/Aug/16
4:00 PM   19/Oct/16

1:33 PM
04/Oct/16
1:50 PM

Vinga-
20161010     0 1  

Users should be able to add a PECE essay
from their dashboard 

 Photo essays that the user created should
appear under the My Essays tab. 

 (with thumbnail as the icon)

None 9223372036854775807 None None Not
started

Users should be able to add
a PECE essay from their
dashboard 

 Photo essays that the user
created should appear under
the My Essays tab. 

 (with thumbnail as the icon)

1|i005lo:m

RPI/PECE PECE-
169

Configure Edit
interface for PECE
Essay

Story Closed Trivial Done Renato
Vasconcellos

Lindsay
Poirier

Lindsay
Poirier

26/Aug/16
4:00 PM   19/Oct/16

1:33 PM
11/Oct/16
6:17 PM

Vinga-
20161010     0 1  

Users should be able to select a layout for
their PECE Essay, which they can later
change. 

  
Users should then be able to add content
to each box of the layout. More
specifically, they should be able to add
OPEN artifacts (pdf, text, image, audio,
video, website), memos, photo essays, or
PECE essays. They should also be able to
add free text. 
 
Note: If open content added to a PECE
essay gets deleted or is set to private or
restricted, the PECE Essay should display
a notice in the box: This content is not
longer accessible. 

  
Follow slides 28 and 29 for design specs.

Lucas
Constantino None 9223372036854775807 None None Not

started http://159.203.119.42/

Users that create a PECE
Essay should be able to use
the panopoly system to
apply a layout and reference
artifacts, memos, other
essays, and add free text in
an essay. (see example
essay)

- As a researcher or contributor user, go to
user dashboard and create a new PECE
Essay 

 - Enter the Essay metadata and save 
 - Go to the PECE Essay board by clicking

at 'View Essay' button 
 - At the bottom of the page click at the

"Customize this page" button 
 - To add panes into the page click on the

plus sign at the right side of the
CONTENT region and select the pane
type you want. i.e. Add Content button 

 - Fill the content field typing the title of
the content to be inserted (autocomplete),
set the field bellow (content view mode)
to "Card' and save

1|i005lo:r

RPI/PECE PECE-
168

Automate the process
of packaging and
update PECE package
to github

Story Closed Trivial Done Renato
Vasconcellos Helal Ferrari Helal Ferrari 18/Aug/16

11:26 AM   26/Sep/16
9:07 AM

15/Sep/16
2:41 PM

Vinga-
20160926     0 1  

We need to get the final result of the KW
build and package it in a more 'drupal
way'.

Luiz Guerra None 9223372036854775807 None None Not
started

See the [Packing distro
steps|https://docs.google.com/
a/taller.net.br/document/d/1C6N2Gm-
2Zn1JTDOW_Zz93D6D7q_
xUxqJM03czDVZkfk/edit?usp=sharing]
document for details about the process

1|i005cz:

RPI/PECE PECE-
167

Set group permission
on all group nodes Improvement Open Trivial Unresolved Unassigned Lindsay

Poirier
Lindsay
Poirier

23/Jun/16
2:47 PM   23/Jun/16

2:47 PM         0 1  

On each node, a user should be able to
specify its group permissions in addition
to its regular permissions.
[~lindsay.poirier] and [~lucas] worked out
how these permissions should work.
Setting this permission should restrict
how group members and non-group
members have access to any group
content.

None 9223372036854775807 None None Not
started

On each node, a user should
be able to specify its group
permissions in addition to its
regular permissions. Setting
this permission should
restrict how group members
and non-group members
have access to any group
content.

1|hzzstj:jt924mko00ytaeg

RPI/PECE PECE-
166

Change 'Author'
Display to 'Contributor'
on Photo essay page

Story Open Trivial Unresolved Unassigned Lindsay
Poirier

Lindsay
Poirier

23/Jun/16
2:43 PM   26/Sep/16

9:24 AM         0 1  

On the photo essay page [~lindsay.poirier]
made a mistake. The Author page should
be Contributor (as with all artifacts,
contributor refers to the person that hit
save plus any listed contributors). The
author field can be removed from the
photo essay content type altogether.

None 9223372036854775807 None None Not
started

When navigating to a photo
essay page, the user should
be able to see 'Contributors'
where 'Authors' were listed
previously. 
When creating a photo
essay, the 'author' field
should no longer be there.

1|hzzstj:jt924mko00ytae1i

RPI/PECE PECE-
165

Spam filter on
Registration Story Open Trivial Unresolved Unassigned Lindsay

Poirier
Lindsay
Poirier

23/Jun/16
2:39 PM   26/Sep/16

9:24 AM         0 1  

Our production sites are getting a ton of
spam registrations. We are looking to
include something on the registration page
to filter out spam registrations. (possibly
recaptcha or the sort). (We may have a
witty phrase that we want you to include
here.)

None 9223372036854775807 None None Not
started

The registration page should
verify whether a user is a
human or a bot.

1|hzzstj:jt924mko00ytae1

RPI/PECE PECE-
164

Photo essays should
appear on Group pages Story Closed Trivial Done Lucas

Constantino
Lindsay
Poirier

Lindsay
Poirier

09/Jun/16
3:06 PM   20/Jun/16

9:58 AM
16/Jun/16
5:57 PM

Vinga-
20160620     0 1   PECE-

47

There should be a new tab on the group
page for 'Group essays'. Essays with
certain group audience should appear
here. (thumbnail will be the icon). Filter
the view to list only the essays that the
current user role has permission to open.

None 9223372036854775807 None None Not
started

There should be a new tab
on the group page for 'Group
essays'. Essays with certain
group audience should
appear here. (thumbnail will
be the icon). Filter the view
to list only the essays that
the current user role has
permission to open.

1|hzzstj:jt924mko00ytaavr

RPI/PECE PECE-
163

Access photo essays
from Dashboard. Story Closed Trivial Done Henrique

Recidive
Lindsay
Poirier

Lindsay
Poirier

09/Jun/16
3:02 PM   20/Jun/16

9:58 AM
14/Jun/16
1:25 AM

Vinga-
20160620     0 1  

Users should be able to add a photo essay
from their dashboard 

 There should be a new tab on the
dashboard for 'My Essays'. Photo essays
that the user created appear here. (with
thumbnail as the icon)

None 9223372036854775807 None None Not
started

http://dev-
pece.rpi.dropit.in/

Users should be able to add
a photo essay from their
dashboard 

 There should be a new tab
on the dashboard for 'My
Essays'. Photo essays that
the user created appear here.
(with thumbnail as the icon)

# Log in as contributor or researcher 
 # Go to the user dashboard (/dashboard) 

 # Click the link "Photo essay" on the right
under "Add content" 

 # Create some photo essays 
 # A tab "Photo essays" will show up on

the dashboard 
 # Clicking this tab will display the photo

essays that have been created

1|hzzstj:jt924mko00ytafhr

RPI/PECE PECE-
162

Photo essays should
appear on the
discover/tag page (add
a filter checkbox here)

Story Closed Trivial Done Luiz Guerra Lindsay
Poirier

Lindsay
Poirier

09/Jun/16
3:01 PM   27/Jun/16

11:13 AM
20/Jun/16
2:45 PM

Vinga-
20160627     0 2   PECE-

47

Users should be able to view photo essays
from discover page 

 Add a filter checkbox, so that users can
filter to this content type. 

 The photo essay thumbnail will be the
icon. 

 Photo essays tagged with certain terms
should also appear on the tag page. 

 Filter the view to list only the essays that
the current user role has permission to
open.

None 9223372036854775807 None None Not
started

* Users should be able to
view photo essays from
discover page 

 * Add a filter checkbox, so
that users can filter to this
content type. 

 * Photo essays tagged with
certain terms should also
appear on the tag page. 

 * The photo essay thumbnail
will be the icon. 

 * Filter the view to list only
the essays that the current
user role has permission to
open.

1|i0040k:

RPI/PECE PECE-
161

'Annotate' button does
not appear for the
audio artifact

Bug Closed Trivial Done Rafael
Caceres

Lindsay
Poirier

Lindsay
Poirier

25/May/16
7:44 PM   13/Jun/16

11:27 AM
07/Jun/16
11:47 AM

Vinga-
20160613     0 1  

When I create an audio artifact, the
'Annotate' button does not appear on the
artifact's page below the file.

Luiz Guerra None 9223372036854775807 None None Not
started

http://dev-
pece.rpi.dropit.in/

A user that navigates to the
page for an audio artifact
should be able to click on an
'Annotate' button to annotate
the artifact.

- Login as a user with permission to make
annotations 
- Access any Audio Artifact 

 - Annotate link must be visible below
content and above annotations

1|hzzstj:jt924mko00ytah

RPI/PECE PECE-
160

Broken permissions for
memo content type Bug Closed Critical Unresolved Henrique

Recidive
Lindsay
Poirier

Lindsay
Poirier

25/May/16
4:34 PM   28/Jun/16

6:09 PM  
RPI/PECE
- no
deploy

    0 2  

When the memo content type is set to
'Restricted' or 'Private' unauthorized users
can still access it. The permissions for this
content type need to match permissions
for other content on the platform. When
set to private only the user that created it
can view the content, and when set to
restricted, only the "Researcher" role can
access it.

outlier None 9223372036854775807 None None Not
started

13/Jun/16
1:59 PM

When the memo content
type is set to 'Restricted' or
'Private' unauthorized users
can still access it. The
permissions for this content
type need to match
permissions for other
content on the platform.
When set to private only the
user that created it can view
the content, and when set to
restricted, only the
"Researcher" role can access
it.

1|hzzstj:jt924mko00ytafi

RPI/PECE PECE-
158

display "biblio content
types" on the platform Story Closed Trivial Done Luiz Guerra Luis Felipe

R. Murillo
Luis Felipe
R. Murillo

25/May/16
3:29 PM   13/Jun/16

11:27 AM
30/May/16
3:30 PM

Vinga-
20160613     0 2  

PECE-
31,
PECE-
119

As of now, "biblio content types" are not
visible on the platform. 

  
Users want to be able to see all the "biblio
content types" -that are not mapped to
PECE artifacts (such as PDF document
and Website Artifact)- on these pages: 

  
Repository (discover): 

 http://dev-pece.rpi.dropit.in/repo/discover 
  

When a user navigates to repository, at the
top of the right side panel, there should be
a link to the /biblio page. All users should
have access to this page. 

  
Dashboard: 

 http://dev-pece.rpi.dropit.in/dashboard 
  

When a user navigates to her dashboard,
there should be a 'biblio' tab, that displays
the same view as above, filtered to the
items that the user created. 

  
For the dashboard, it is necessary to create
a new tab with the "biblio" items that have
been created by the user (-as mentioned
above, only biblio items that have not
been mapped to PECE Artifacts must be
displayed... otherwise, it will be
redundant: they will be display both on
the Artifacts tab and the new Biblio tab-). 

  
Finally, when a user includes a biblio
reference when creating a pdf and website
artifact, it should display on the respective
page under the Licence. The heading
should be 'Citation' and should include a
link to the biblio page for that entry. 

None 9223372036854775807 None None Not
started

http://dev-
pece.rpi.dropit.in/biblio

27/May/16
11:43 AM

Display Biblio content types
on PECE: 

  
- display the biblio items (-
that have NOT being
mapped to PECE artifacts-)
on the PECE repository: 

 http://dev-pece.rpi.dropit.in/
repo/discover 

  
- display the biblio items
created by a particular user
on his/her dashboard: 

 http://dev-pece.rpi.dropit.in/
dashboard 

  
- display referenced biblio
item on website and pdf
artifact page

- Access the /biblio page with an
anonymus user 

 - The page should be visible, without
access errors 

 - Go to the /repo/discover page 
 - There should be a link in the right

sidebar that goes to the /biblio page 
 - Login as admin 

 - Go to the /dashboard page 
 - There should be a tab listing all the

biblio items with the admin as author 
 - To test with another user, make sure

there are biblio items with that user as
author

1|hzzstj:jt924mko00ytaf9

RPI/PECE PECE-
157

"Adminimal" theme
layout for regular users Story Open Trivial Unresolved Unassigned Luis Felipe

R. Murillo
Luis Felipe
R. Murillo

18/May/16
3:43 PM   25/May/16

3:48 PM         0 1  

We would like to have the same
"adminimal" theme layout for regular
users: 
 
- Currently the "adminimal" node entry
menu is only available for the admin
(because it is an "admin" menu after
all...). 

  
The layout for adding a "node" artifact on
the system is very crude when you are
logged-in as a regular user, so we would
like to use the same layout the admin has
(with "adminimal") for adding a node for
regular users.

None 9223372036854775807 None None Not
started

- the same "adminimal"
layout has to be used for
regular users (roles:
contributor and researcher)
instead of just for the admin 

  
- the same PECE scholarly-
lite theme colors must be
preserved

1|hzzstj:jt924mko00ytam

RPI/PECE PECE-
156

Create mockup to
apache2 to verify
.htdocs file test

Story Open Trivial Done Walmyr
Filho Helal Ferrari Helal Ferrari 28/Apr/16

3:04 PM   09/May/16
1:14 PM

07/May/16
3:42 AM       0 3 0 60  

We need create a mockup because this
project was build to run over nginx
webserver.

100% 100% 60 0 None 9223372036854775807 None None Not
started

02/May/16
12:55 PM

5. some researchers want to
use apache2 with PECE
(don't ask me why... :), so
the generic .htdocs conf file
which is shipped with
Drupal has be to included in
the build too

1|i002rv:
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RPI/PECE PECE-
155

Drupal update core and
contrib modules Story Closed Trivial Done Joseph

Ramos Helal Ferrari Helal Ferrari 28/Apr/16
2:58 PM   13/Jun/16

11:27 AM
03/May/16
6:27 PM

Vinga-
20160613     0 3 0 60   We need update drupal core and contrib

modules. 100% 100% 60 0 Denis Souza None 9223372036854775807 None None Not
started

http://dev-
pece.rpi.dropit.in

03/May/16
1:55 PM

3. update to current version
of Drupal (7.43) on the
makefiles was pushed to the
'dev' branch but not to the
master 

  
6. critical updates of the past
2 months must be applied to
contrib modules (version of
Features, for example, has to
be updated in the makefile)

Verificar que a versão do drupal core é
7.43 na página http://dev-
pece.rpi.dropit.in/admin/reports/status 

  
Lista de modulos atualizados: 

  
- Administration menu Adminimal Theme
7.x-1.7 

 - Breakpoints (breakpoints) 7.x-1.4 
 - Date Popup Authored 7.x-1.2 

 - Entity Construction Kit (eck) 7.x-2.0-rc8
- Entity API (entity) 7.x-1.7 

 - Features (features) 7.x-2.10 
 - Fieldable Panels Panes 7.x-1.8 

 - GMap (gmap) 7.x-2.11 
 - Inline Entity Form 7.x-1.8 

 - Link (link) 7.x-1.4 
 - Linkit (linkit) 7.x-3.5 

 - Organic groups (og) 7.x-2.9 
 - Panopoly Admin (panopoly_admin) 7.x-

1.34 
 - Panopoly Core (panopoly_core) 7.x-1.34

- Panopoly Images (panopoly_images)
7.x-1.34 

 - Panopoly Magic (panopoly_magic) 7.x-
1.34 

 - Panopoly Pages (panopoly_pages) 7.x-
1.34 

 - Panopoly Search (panopoly_search) 7.x-
1.34 

 - Panopoly Theme (panopoly_theme) 7.x-
1.34 

 - Panopoly Widgets (panopoly_widgets)
7.x-1.34 

 - Panopoly WYSIWYG
(panopoly_wysiwyg) 7.x-1.34 

 - Search API (search_api) 7.x-1.18 
 - TagClouds (tagclouds) 7.x-1.11 

 - Taxonomy access fix 7.x-2.3 
 - Universally Unique ID (uuid) 7.x-1.0-

beta 
 - Views (views) 7.x-3.13 

 - X Autoload (xautoload) 7.x-5.7 
 - Adminimal (adminimal_theme) 7.x-1.24

1|hzzstj:jt924mko00yt9

RPI/PECE PECE-
154

Pages for repositories
(links: analyze /
discover) have new
broken search filters
selectors

Bug Closed Trivial Done Luiz Guerra Luis Felipe
R. Murillo

Luis Felipe
R. Murillo

21/Apr/16
3:32 AM   13/Jun/16

11:27 AM
10/Jun/16
5:26 PM

Vinga-
20160613     0 1  

The latest modifications to the codebase
introduced two modifications to the pages:
 
http://dev-pece.rpi.dropit.in/repo 

 http://dev-pece.rpi.dropit.in/repo/artifacts

Rafael
Caceres None 9223372036854775807 None None Not

started
http://dev-
pece.rpi.dropit.in/

- the pages "discovery" and
"analyze" should be restored
from their previous versions

Since the most of the content
permissioning was refactored, it is
recommended to test also the other pages
that show lists of contents that are not
only created by the current user, such as
the homepage, for example. 

  
These are the criterias that need to be
satisfied: 

 - Anonymus user may only see nodes with
open permission 

 - Contributor user may only see open
nodes and the restricted or private tha he
has created himself 

 - Researcher user may see open and
restricted nodes and his own private ones 

 - Admin user should see everything,
regardless the permission or author

1|hzzstj:jt924mko00ytaj

RPI/PECE PECE-
153

EDITED: Cannot save
Researcher roles in the
"Contributor" field in
artifacts

Story Open Trivial Unresolved Unassigned Luis Felipe
R. Murillo

Luis Felipe
R. Murillo

09/Apr/16
3:44 PM   19/Sep/16

1:46 PM         0 1  

When adding a "contributor" to an
artifact, the autocomplete function only
lists users with the "Collaborator" role. 
 
Users marked as "researchers" are not
listed. 
 
The behavior we specified for this field
was: 

  
- IF a user fills out the field AUTHOR,
then, automatically the "Contributor" field
is filled out with the name of the person
who is creating and saving the node
(artifact) AFTER the user presses SAVE. 
 
See: https://taller.atlassian.net/
browse/PECE-71 for how Taller
implemented this 

 

None 9223372036854775807 None None Not
started

When creating an artifact, a
user must be able to specify
who contributed the artifact
to the platform, using the
_contributor field._ Right
now, when creating an
artifact, a user can only
specify individuals with the
"Contributor" user role in
this field. They should also
be able to specify
individuals with the
"Researcher" user role in
this field. 
 
Note that this is only an
issue for users with _only_
the "Researcher" user role.
Users that are both
"Researcher" and
"Contributor" don't have this
issue. 

  
As designed, if the _author
field_ is filled out with
someone other than the user
adding the document, the
person who is saving the
node should automatically
be added to the _contributor
field_. 

  
 
See:
https://taller.atlassian.net/
browse/PECE-71

1|hzzstj:jt924mko00ytae4

RPI/PECE PECE-
151 Fix PECE distro build Story Closed Critical Done Lucas

Constantino
Luis Felipe
R. Murillo

Luis Felipe
R. Murillo

06/Apr/16
3:37 PM   13/Jun/16

11:27 AM
10/May/16
7:37 PM

Vinga-
20160613     0 4

_thumb_20906.png
_thumb_21107.png
_thumb_20910.png
_thumb_20905.png
_thumb_20904.png
_thumb_20903.png
_thumb_20902.png
_thumb_20901.png
_thumb_20900.png

  PECE-
137

The PECE build process is partially
broken: after getting all the dependencies
installed and kw properly configured, the
build process generates this error: 

  
--- 

 **Error Message:** 
  

src/themes/pece_scholarly_
lite/assets/sass/library/
settings/extensions.sass 

 Error: File to import not found or
unreadable: ../../../lib/compass-
breakpoint/stylesheets/breakpoint 

 Parent style sheet: /home/pece/code/pece-
test/drupal-pece/src/themes/pece_
scholarly_lite/assets/sass/
library/settings/extensions.sass 

 on line 7 of src/themes/pece_scholarly_
lite/assets/sass/library/
settings/extensions.sass 

 @import "../../../lib/compass-
breakpoint/stylesheets/breakpoint"; 

 ^ 
 [16:39:43] Finished 'styles' after 37 ms 

 --- 
  

[~sebas] said: "it seems the bower didn’t
run, maybe there’s something missing in
the gulp build" 

  
--- 

  
- When trying to install the build that was
generated (despite the error!), 
there are problems related to: 

  
1. -styles: js is not "injected", so there are
issues with the front-page-slider (the
method .cycle -- from "jquery.cycle" is
not found... and the front page slider is not
stretched to 100% on the page)- 

  
2. -the template for the profile2 users'
page is not applied by default, it has to be
configured by hand over the admin
interface- 

  
3. -"pece_access" module: it depends on a
fs directory structure which is not existent
(for instance: files/artifacts/$content_
types[pdf | image | video | audio], it has to
be created by hand... so the permissions
can be properly applied on artifacts.- 

  
items moved to PECE-155

outlier Walmyr
Filho None 9223372036854775807 None None Not

started
20/Apr/16
1:40 PM

- the build process has to
generate a clean, installable
-and updated version
(moved to PECE-155)- of
PECE distro through the
standard Drupal installation
procedure without the need
of extra config steps

1|hzzubr:hq61k

RPI/PECE PECE-
150

Configure Diff module
for users with different
permissions

Story Open Trivial Unresolved Unassigned Lindsay
Poirier

Lindsay
Poirier

21/Mar/16
3:37 PM   28/Apr/16

3:26 PM         0 1   None 9223372036854775807 None None Not
started 1|hzzstj:jt924p0c

RPI/PECE PECE-
149

Links to view all on
the front page Improvement Open Trivial Unresolved Lindsay

Poirier
Lindsay
Poirier

Lindsay
Poirier

21/Mar/16
3:36 PM   06/May/16

12:32 PM         0 1  

On the front page, there should be a link
in each grey box to a view of all (artifacts
and groups). This link can navigate to
Collaborate page and Analyze page,
respectively.

None 9223372036854775807 None None Not
started

On the front page, there
should be a link in each grey
box to a view of all (artifacts
and groups). This link can
navigate to Collaborate page
and Analyze page,
respectively.

1|hzzstj:jt924p0bd

RPI/PECE PECE-
148

Artifact Titles should
be unique Improvement Open Trivial Unresolved Unassigned Lindsay

Poirier
Lindsay
Poirier

21/Mar/16
3:26 PM   01/Jun/16

7:48 PM         0 1  

When any new artifact is created, the title
should be unique. If another artifact is
already titled with the name that is input,
the user should be displayed a
notification, reminding that the title needs
to be unique.

None 9223372036854775807 None None Not
started

When any new artifact is
created, the title should be
unique. If another artifact is
already titled with the name
that is input, the user should
be displayed a notification,
reminding that the title
needs to be unique.

1|hzzstj:jt924mko00ytafhi

RPI/PECE PECE-
147

Letters "p j k n" do not
work when adding the
text of an annotation
through the annotation
wizard

Bug Closed Critical Done Unassigned Luis Felipe
R. Murillo

Luis Felipe
R. Murillo

13/Mar/16
4:58 PM   22/Mar/16

3:06 PM
19/Mar/16
6:18 AM

RPI/PECE
7.x-1.1     0 2  

When adding an annotation to a *PDF
artifact* by clicking on the
"ANNOTATE" button, the user can add an
annotation... in the annotation text box,
the letters "p, k, j, n" (lower case) **do
not** work at all. If Caps Lock is turned
on, then, the letters appear if you hold
SHIFT. 
 
The same bug appears on different
machines with different operating
systems... different browsers. The bug
**cannot** be reproduced via ADD
CONTENT --> Annotation. Adding text
of an annotation there works just as
expected. 

  
The pdf_reader module is causing the
error. See: http://cgit.drupalcode.org/
pdf_reader/tree/js/viewer.js#n2015

MVP Joseph
Ramos None 9223372036854775807 None None Not

started

http://dev-
pece.rpi.dropit.in/
content/test-pdf

18/Mar/16
4:06 PM

- all the letters and symbols
should work when adding
the text of an annotation :-)

- Access the Test link URL 
 - Annotate the artifact 

 - Verify if the mentioned keys are working
perperly

1|hzzstj:jt924mko00y9

RPI/PECE PECE-
146

Annotation Input box
should be a
WYSIWYG

Improvement Closed Trivial Done Joseph
Ramos

Lindsay
Poirier

Lindsay
Poirier

10/Mar/16
2:28 PM   13/Jun/16

11:27 AM
31/May/16
3:23 PM

Vinga-
20160613     0 1 _thumb_21802.png

_thumb_21803.png  

The text input box for the annotation
should include the same wysiwyg as used
in for long text field for the text artifact.
This is important because users should be
able to add images to the annotation
response. 

  
NOTE: I'm referring to the annotation text
box that appears when a user navigates to
any of the artifact pages, clicks on
‘Annotate’, selects a structured analytic,
and a question

 

Henrique
Recidive None 9223372036854775807 None None Not

started
http://dev-
pece.rpi.dropit.in

The text input box for the
annotation should include
the same wysiwyg as used in
for long text field for the text
artifact. This is important
because users should be able
to add images to the
annotation response.

Login as Researcher or Contributor and
go to the pages: 

 - http://dev-pece.rpi.dropit.in/
node/add/pece-artifact-text 

 - http://dev-pece.rpi.dropit.in/
node/add/pece-annotation 

  
Verify if the Text Artifact field (Artifact
Text) and Body field (Annotation) are
using wysiwyg editor. 

  
On an artifact page click the “Annotate”
link to create an annotation. In the last
step check if the annotation field is using
wysiwyg.

1|hzzstj:jt924mko00ytad9
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RPI/PECE PECE-
145

dashboard for
contributing items
(continuation)

Story Closed Trivial Done Luiz Guerra Helal Ferrari Helal Ferrari 07/Mar/16
5:57 PM   13/Jun/16

11:27 AM
16/May/16
3:11 PM

Vinga-
20160613     0 5   Henrique

Recidive None 9223372036854775807 None None Not
started

06/May/16
1:39 PM

- -Users should be able to
see a text View of all the
fieldsites they've created.
This should be a separate tab
on the Dashboard.- 

  
- -Users should be able to
see a FIELD DIARY page
with all the fieldnotes that he
or she contributed (field
diaries are individual or
linked to a group --- those
linked to groups should be
listed as well);- 

  
- -The title for each field
diary entry (field note)
should be listed as the date
and time that it was created.
(format: Thursday, April 10,
2016 - 19:00)- PS: this was
already implemented on
PECE-65 

  
- -Fieldnotes show not be
displayed anywhere on the
site individually --- they are
only to be displayed in the
context of a "FIELD
DIARY" page, which can be
individual (per user) or be
linked to a group.- 

  

- - Login as a user with permission to
create fieldsites 

 - Create a fieldsite 
 - Go to the user's dashboard (/dashboard

in the url) 
 - There must be a tab named Fieldsites

with the fieldsites that the current user
created- 

  
- Login as a user with permission to create
artifacts 

 - Create a fieldnote artifact 
 - Go to the user's dashboard (/dashboard

in the url) 
 - There must be a tab named Field Diary

fieldnotes that the current user created 
 - The title for each field diary entry (field

note) should be listed as the date and time
that it was created. (format: Thursday,
April 10, 2016 - 19:00) 

 - The fieldnote should not be displayed in
the Artifacts tab of the dashboard nor in
the Recent Artifacts tab of the home 

  
- Login as an user with permission to
create groups 

 - Create a group 
 - Create a fieldnote artifact and relate it to

your group 
 - Go to the group page 

 - There must be a tab named Field Diary
with all the fieldnotes related to that group
- The title for each field diary entry (field
note) should be listed as the date and time
that it was created. (format: Thursday,
April 10, 2016 - 19:00)

1|hzzstj:jt924mko00ytan

RPI/PECE PECE-
144

Create artifacts
notifications Story Open Trivial Unresolved Unassigned Helal Ferrari Helal Ferrari 03/Mar/16

9:18 AM   06/Apr/16
4:28 PM         0 1   We need to send artifacts notifications None 9223372036854775807 None None Not

started

- Send in-system notification
after **artifact creation** to
their group 

 - Send in-system notification
after **artifact change** to
their 
content creator and group 

 - Send in-system notification
after **artifact deletion** to
their content creator and
group 

 - Send email notification
after **artifact expiration**
to their content creator

1|hzzzsv:207vi

RPI/PECE PECE-
143

(login security) send
email notification to
admin user when some
user break-in attempt

Story Open Trivial Unresolved Unassigned Helal Ferrari Helal Ferrari 03/Mar/16
9:13 AM   04/Mar/16

2:36 PM         0 1   The system can not allow multiple
attempts. None 9223372036854775807 None None Not

started

It should be avoided break-
in attempting, if this happen
we need to send a email
notification to admin user

1|hzzubr:hqi9

RPI/PECE PECE-
142

(backup & migrate)
Successful/failed
backup - email admin

Story Open Trivial Unresolved Unassigned Helal Ferrari Helal Ferrari 03/Mar/16
9:08 AM   03/Mar/16

9:08 AM         0 1   We need to send an e-mail to the admin
after successfull / failed backup. None 9223372036854775807 None None Not

started

Should be sent an email to
the admin after successful /
failed backup.

1|hzzubr:hqii

RPI/PECE PECE-
137

Prepare the PECE
distro for public
release (1.0) (Part 1)

Story Closed Trivial Done Luiz Guerra Luis Felipe
R. Murillo

Luis Felipe
R. Murillo

23/Feb/16
10:44 AM   23/Jun/16

2:57 PM
02/Mar/16
6:18 PM

Entregues
20160317     0 5 _thumb_19200.png 0 60   PECE-

151

Small fixes for the platform first release:
configure details for Drupal-pece fresh
installation: 

  
- remove testing / development modules
from the build for public release (such as:
drupal_ipsum, krumo, search_krumo,
devel, module_builder, pece_test, etc.) 

  
- Fix "Upper Case" Titles to Normal Titles
(First letter Upper Case, the rest lower
case), which is a pending from a previous
user story: 

 http://dev-pece.rpi.dropit.in/
annotations/user/392/artifact/772
(example: Titles look bad, 

 the link for the question (analytic) is also
misplaced... the page needs some stylistic
adjustments...). 

  
- Hide from the Drupal ADD CONTENT
Menu: 

 Landing Page, Content Page (drupal
standard content types which we do not
use)

100% 100% 60 0 outlier None 9223372036854775807 None None Not
started

http://dev-
pece.rpi.dropit.in/

25/Feb/16
4:09 PM

*Use case 1: Hide Panopoly standard
content types* 

  
- As an autenticated user (Contributor or
Researcher) 

 - Access /node/add/panopoly-content 
 - You should see the "Node add" page

without the "Content Page" content type 
 - Access /node/add/panopoly-langing-

page 
 - You should see the "Node add" page

without the "Landing Page" content type 
  

*Use case 2: "Upper case" title to
normal[...]* 

  
Check the following page titles: 

 - http://dev-pece.rpi.dropit.in/
annotations/user/3/artifact/755 

 - http://dev-pece.rpi.dropit.in/
annotions/question/800/artifact/755 

 - http://dev-pece.rpi.dropit.in/node/800 
  

*Use case 3: Remove Development
modules* 

  
- Now the dev modules will just be
installed after running "gulp build:dev"

- Taller's Strider must
have a process very
similar to which we
have with Acquia's
hosted projects. 

 - Luis will create a
sandbox at Drupal.org
to use for pushing the
builded package.

1|hzzstj:jt924n6

RPI/PECE PECE-
136

Front page and Tag
page lists restricted and
private
artifacts/analytics

Bug Closed Trivial Done Joseph
Ramos

Lindsay
Poirier

Lindsay
Poirier

18/Feb/16
6:16 PM   13/Jun/16

11:27 AM
14/Apr/16
4:52 PM

Vinga-
20160613     0 2   PECE-

69

*Value to be delivered: restricted content
access control* 

  
If a user does not have permission to view
content (and artifact, analytic or memo),
the content should not be appear
anywhere on the site

Walmyr
Filho None 9223372036854775807 None None Not

started
http://dev-
pece.rpi.dropit.in

07/Apr/16
5:15 PM

- Restricted content should
not appear anywhere on the
website for users who are
not "researchers" or the
admin 

  
- Private content should not
appear anywhere on the
website for users OTHER
THAN the user who created
the content 

  
- Open content should be
displayed to anyone
(including non-authenticated
users)

# With a contributor user, create an
artifact and a memo content, both as
private and with an specific tag. 

 ## Verify that the just created contents are
available only for the creator user (check
on /repo/artifacts, /repo/, home page and
tag page). 

 # Change the just created contents to
restricted 

 ## Verify that the just updated contents
are available only for the creator and
researcher users (check on /repo/artifacts,
/repo/, home page and tag page). 

 # Change the just created contents to
public 

 ## Verify that the just updated contents
are available for any users, including
anonymous (check on /repo/artifacts,
/repo/, home page and tag page).

1|hzzubr:hq69

RPI/PECE PECE-
134

Update and Create a
View Mode for Users
(icon)

Story Open Trivial Unresolved Unassigned Luis Felipe
R. Murillo

Luis Felipe
R. Murillo

15/Feb/16
1:01 PM   25/May/16

11:52 AM         0 1 _thumb_18908.png
_thumb_18909.png  

-Update the View Mode for Users (use a
round icon, radius 50%) 

 -Create a new view mode for the Users
when displaying them in the annotations
PAGE 
(create a small header for each result of
the annotation page, with the user in a
round icon and his/her name). 

  
see example in attachment.

None 9223372036854775807 None None Not
started 1|hzzstj:jt924p0b1

RPI/PECE PECE-
133 Group Forums Story Open Trivial Unresolved Unassigned Handrus

Nogueira
Handrus
Nogueira

11/Feb/16
7:22 PM   07/Apr/16

3:20 PM   RPI/PECE
7.x-1.3     0 1  

Group members should be able to
contribute in a forum dedicated to a
group. 

  
- Whenever a group is created a forum
dedicated to it should be as well. 

 - Whenever a user is accepted in a group
it should have permissions to participate
in the dedicated forum as well. 

 - We must have a update to create a forum
for all groups that already exists.

None 9223372036854775807 None None Not
started 1|hzzubr:hq6h

RPI/PECE PECE-
132 PECE Theme Story Open Trivial Unresolved Unassigned Handrus

Nogueira
Handrus
Nogueira

11/Feb/16
7:14 PM   28/Apr/16

3:25 PM   RPI/PECE
7.x-1.3     0 1  

As a distribution owner I would like to
have my own default theme. 

  
- We will create a theme based on
Scholarly lite and make some fine
adjustments

None 9223372036854775807 None None Not
started 1|hzzstj:jt924p0h

RPI/PECE PECE-
131 Ethnographic File Story Closed Major Done Renato

Vasconcellos
Luis Felipe
R. Murillo

Luis Felipe
R. Murillo

11/Feb/16
7:04 PM   19/Oct/16

1:33 PM
30/Sep/16
3:46 PM

Vinga-
20161003     0 2  

Researchers, contributors, and admin
should be able to create a PECE essay. 

 Create a new content type (with the
following fields) 

 * URI 
 * Title 
 * Date of creation 

 * Date of publication 
 * Date(s) of modification 

 * Revision number 
 * Contributors 

 * Thumbnail image 
 * Group Audience 

 * License 
 * Permissions (same as artifacts) 

 * Tags 
 * Comments 

 Any logged-in user should be able to
comment on PECE essays (if permissions
allow). 

 Follow slide 26 for design of front page:
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/
1HUB56d7m1JBDiAJQfJMEgVqDXG1-
Xgl-j6bCpLETiUk/edit#slide=id.
g12039c35f4_0_0 

  
Note: there are no AUTHORS for this
content type. (I've realized that eventually
we need to remove the authors field from
the photo essay as well; there's no need
for it, and it will probably confuse users) 

 

None 9223372036854775807 None None Not
started http://159.203.119.42/ 30/Sep/16

2:47 PM

Researchers, contributors,
and admin should be able to
create a PECE essay from
their dashboard.

- As logged user (dev-pece-admin,
researcher, contributor), go to user
dashboard (http://159.203.119.42/
dashboard) 

 - Select the PECE Essay on the sidebar to
create a new content type 

 - Fill the content form and save 
  

PS: dev-pece-admin, researcher or
contributor users login credentials in the
comments.

1|i005lr:i

RPI/PECE PECE-
130 Style Fixes Story Closed Trivial Done Luiz Guerra Aldo

d'Aquino
Aldo
d'Aquino

11/Feb/16
5:13 PM   01/Mar/16

3:34 AM
15/Feb/16
1:54 PM

RPI/PECE
7.x-1.0     0 1 _thumb_18905.png   None 9223372036854775807 None None Not

started

http://dev-
pece.rpi.dropit.in/
admin/structure/entity-
type/design_logic/

-User names have tiny font;-
-Adjust font size of text
contents to 18px;- 

 -Updated link color for the
PECE theme: #7851A9
(icon background-color:-
and a href)- 

 - -ADD CONTENT menu:
remove PECE in front of
every item, remove
descriptions since the links
are self-explanatory?- 

 -Remove link of
colaborators/researchers
from FIELDSITE- 

 -On the question page
(analytic), add a page
divider to each response
(annotation), there is a need
for a stylistic change... for
the page to be more
readable.- 

 -Annotations have titles in
ALL CAPS, they should be
regular Titles (first Letter
Capitalized, and the rest in
LOWER CASE). This
should be fixed on three
page types:- 

 -User annotation page:-
http://dev-pece.rpi.dropit.in/
annotations/user/1/artifact/
574 

 -Responses to question for
artefact:- http://dev-
pece.rpi.dropit.in/
annotions/question/573/
artifact/574 

 -Responses to question for
all artefacts:- http://dev-
pece.rpi.dropit.in/node/573 

 -User should be able to click
through to Question Set
page here:- http://dev-
pece.rpi.dropit.in/node/573 -
and here:- http://dev-
pece.rpi.dropit.in/
annotions/question/573/
artifact/574 

 * Change the field title from
'Question Set' to 'Structured
Analytic' here: http://dev-
pece.rpi.dropit.in/node/573 

 * -Remove icons and just
list full questions here:-
http://dev-pece.rpi.dropit.in/
structured-analytics-
questions-set/basic-
annotation (with titles not in
all caps) 

 * -on Memo page, display
"group audience" header
with all caps- 

 * -FONT for Group page
and ABOUT page is
different (serif) than the
non-serif font of the rest of
the style guide... use the
same font on Group Page
and About Page.-

Review acceptance criteria 1|hzzubr:fr
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RPI/PECE PECE-
129 General Platform Fixes Story Closed Trivial Done Luiz Guerra Aldo

d'Aquino
Aldo
d'Aquino

11/Feb/16
5:12 PM   01/Mar/16

3:34 AM
12/Feb/16
2:28 PM

RPI/PECE
7.x-1.0     0 1 _thumb_18907.png   See adjusts in the Acceptance criteria. None 9223372036854775807 None None Not

started

- -Change google PDF
render to PDF.js (module
configuration)- 

 -- -do not display
DOWNLOAD link, there is
already a download button
on the PDF application- 

 - -Remove base artifact-

1|hzzubr:fi

RPI/PECE PECE-
128

file upload is reset, so
user has to upload the
file twice (whenever
the default dir is
public/ by DEFAULT)

Story Open Trivial Unresolved Unassigned Luis Felipe
R. Murillo

Luis Felipe
R. Murillo

04/Feb/16
6:45 PM   18/Aug/16

10:08 AM   RPI/PECE
7.x-1.3     0 1  

PECE-111 has produced the following
bug: 

  
- file upload is reset at the file upload
form, so the file has to be selected and
uploaded twice 

  
- error: 

 "Uncaught TypeError: Cannot read
property 'length' of undefined —— file.js?
o21ev1:72" 

  
- this error can only be reproduced with
Content Types that use the "public/"
folder for storage by DEFAULT (for
instance, the Project content type), not the
standard ARTIFACTS (which can either
use "private" or "public" folder) 

 

None 9223372036854775807 None None Not
started

- upload function has to
work as it should: 
- user select the file, click on
UPLOAD and it gets
uploaded 

 - after pressing NEXT, it has
to advance, instead of
resetting the FILE UPLOAD
field.

1|hzzuvq:

RPI/PECE PECE-
127

403-redirection to
login page Story Open Trivial Unresolved Luis Felipe

R. Murillo
Luis Felipe
R. Murillo

Luis Felipe
R. Murillo

26/Jan/16
1:41 PM   11/Feb/16

7:27 PM         0 1  

Users are redirected to the login page
when they find something they cannot
access. Please note that "PRIVATE" items
should never be listed, only restricted... so
they can be accessed if the user has an
account on the system.

None 9223372036854775807 None None Not
started

- Access Denied items must
redirect to login page 

 - Artifacts marked as
PRIVATE should never be
exposed on the system for
users without permission 

 - The message on the 403
page should be: "Restricted
Content: you must login to
view this page."

1|hzzzku:zzr

RPI/PECE PECE-
126 Node expiration setting Story Closed Major Done Denis Souza Luis Felipe

R. Murillo
Luis Felipe
R. Murillo

26/Jan/16
1:35 PM   13/Jun/16

11:27 AM
18/May/16
2:02 PM

Vinga-
20160613     0 5  

User must be able to set the node
expiration date when creating a node. 

 Use this pull-request as a guide for the
task: 

  
https://github.com/PECE-project/drupal-
pece/pull/5 

  
- Future usages of this feature depend on
the "node_expire" and "rules" modules, so
they has to be included as a dependencies
for the pece_node_expiration module

MVP None 9223372036854775807 None None Not
started

http://dev-
pece.rpi.dropit.in

21/Mar/16
3:39 PM

- "Node expiration" date
input field must be displayed
on every artifact at the
interface for creating content
 
- *There is no need for
changing the way artifacts
are displayed,* it is only
necessary to add the
*expiration date field to all
artifacts as a non-required
field.* 

  
Change all artifacts to
include field which is the
"node expiration" date field: 
audio 

 bundle 
 fieldnote 

 image 
 pdf 

 text 
 video 

 website 
  

- Login as a Reasearcher 
 - Go to the user dashboard (Dashboard

link in the header menu or /dashboard in
the url) 

 - In the right sidebar, click to add any
artifact 

 - In the form to add the arficat, there must
be visible a field to enter the expiration
date of that content 

 - Repeat the steps logged as a Contributor

-After
saving the
node, the
expiration
date is not
saved-

1|hzzstj:jt924mko00ytak

RPI/PECE PECE-
125

PECE RDF/Semantics
(Dominic) Story Open   Unresolved Unassigned Aldo

d'Aquino
Aldo
d'Aquino

13/Nov/15
3:24 PM   11/Apr/16

10:34 AM         0 0   MVP None 9223372036854775807 None None Not
started 1|hzzstj:jt924p4

RPI/PECE PECE-
123 PECE Security Story Closed Major Done Henrique

Recidive
Aldo
d'Aquino

Aldo
d'Aquino

13/Nov/15
3:24 PM   01/Mar/16

3:34 AM
01/Feb/16
6:30 PM

RPI/PECE
7.x-0.11,
RPI/PECE
7.x-1.0

    0 0 0 480  

Security risk mitigation for user password
cracking must be installed by default on
PECE, blocking users who attempt to
login with the wrong password more than
20 times. This user story is further
described in the section number 2 of the
PECE Data Management document.

100% 100% 480 0 None 9223372036854775807 None None Not
started

- PECE comes pre-
configured with a “login
security” module which
blocks and notifies the
administrator of potential
attempts at brute-force
password guessing or
cracking. 

  
- Block a particular IP from
accessing any type of
content on the platform,
including the user-login
form after the break-in
attempt is identified. 

  
- Module “login_security” v.
7.x-1.9 must be installed. 

  
- The configuration for
login_security is as follows: 
 
Tracking time: 24 hours 

 Maximum number of login
failures before blocking a
user: 0 

 Maximum number of login
failures before soft blocking
a host: 20 

 Maximum number of login
failures before blocking a
host: 20 

 Maximum number of login
failures before detecting an
ongoing attack: 20 

 Notification: 
Select who should get an
email message when a user
is blocked by this module:
admin 

 Select who should get an
email message when an
ongoing attack is detected:
admin 

  
(email msgs content:
standard from the contrib
module without
modification) 

 

1|hzzstj:jto

RPI/PECE PECE-
122 PECE Backup/Restore Story Open Major Unresolved Luis Felipe

R. Murillo
Aldo
d'Aquino

Aldo
d'Aquino

13/Nov/15
3:24 PM   17/Apr/16

11:20 AM         0 0  

PECE administrators must have the ability
to turn ON the feature of automatic
backup generation. Backups must be
generated as SNAPSHOTS of the current
state of the platform, backing up the DB
and the filesystem Drupal dir (allowing
for a whole instance of the platform to be
reinstalled somewhere else or restored
from the full backup). 

  
This user story is further described in the
PECE Data Management document,
section 3. 

  

disfuncao-
fluxo None 9223372036854775807 None None Not

started

- Automatic backups must
be generated by the platform
without intervention from
the admin 

  
- Install modules
“backup_migrate” v. 7-x-
3.1, “backup_migrate_sftp”
v. 7.x-1.0 and “aes” v. 7.x-
2.0 (these modules depends
on php5-mcrypt and libssh2-
php) 

  
- Configuration files for
“Backup and Migrate”
extension module were
provided by email to Aldo
and Renato:
settings_profile.txt;
schedule_profile.txt; 

 

1|hzzzkt:

RPI/PECE PECE-
120

Create user profile
page Story Closed Major Done Lucas

Constantino
Aldo
d'Aquino

Aldo
d'Aquino

13/Nov/15
3:24 PM   01/Mar/16

3:34 AM
19/Feb/16
4:30 PM

RPI/PECE
7.x-1.0     0 0  

See slide 24: https://docs.google.com/
presentation/d/
1HUB56d7m1JBDiAJQfJMEgVqDXG1-
Xgl-j6bCpLETiUk/edit#slide=id.
gd9fe4304a_0_116

None 9223372036854775807 None None Not
started

Clicking on a user should
link to a page displayed as
slide 24 in the google
slideshow. 

 Empty fields should not
display 

 Tags should be links.

1|hzzzsv:205

RPI/PECE PECE-
119

Create dashboard for
contributing items Story Closed Major Done Luiz Guerra Aldo

d'Aquino
Aldo
d'Aquino

13/Nov/15
3:24 PM   26/May/16

12:07 PM
10/Mar/16
7:02 PM

Entregues
20160317     0 3   PECE-

158

User should be able to see a dashboard of
recently contributed items and options for
adding new content/nodes. 

  
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/
1HUB56d7m1JBDiAJQfJMEgVqDXG1-
Xgl-j6bCpLETiUk/edit#slide=id.
g1008daab96_0_0 

 

Gabriel
Neutzling None 9223372036854775807 None None Not

started

http://dev-
pece.rpi.dropit.in/
dashboard

07/Mar/16
3:56 PM

* Create dashboard page 
 * Tabs 

 ** Collaborations 
 ** Recent artifacts 
 ** Analysis 

  
* Menu node/add

By accessing the dashboard page
(http://dev-pece.rpi.dropit.in/dashboard)
the authenticated user should be able to
see: 

 - Groups he belongs to 
 - Projects he participates 

 - Artifacts he created 
 - Memos he created 

 - Artifacts he noted 
 - Questions he answered 

 - Links to add content in the right sidebar

1|hzzubr:hq

RPI/PECE PECE-
118 Set up main navigation Story Closed Major Done Renato

Vasconcellos
Aldo
d'Aquino

Aldo
d'Aquino

13/Nov/15
3:24 PM   01/Mar/16

3:34 AM
29/Feb/16
10:22 AM

RPI/PECE
7.x-1.0     0 0  

The navigation should link to these pages
(which have already been created) 

 Primary navigation: 
  

Home (link to the front page) 
 About (link to About page) 

 Collaborate (link to page with all groups -
- /repo/groups) 

 Analyze (link to page with all structured
analytics /repo/artifacts) 

 Discover (link to /repo) 
 Dashboard (link to that standard drupal

page where people can add and
manipulate any kind of content) 

 Search Icon (which, when clicked, opens
the search bar... and takes to the default
Drupal search) 

  
User navigation: 

 Login 
 My account 

 Dashboard (link to the

Mario Heber None 9223372036854775807 None None Not
started

Primary navigation and user
navigation should be
displayed on all pages

1|hzzstj:jt924mi

RPI/PECE PECE-
117

Set up repository page
(View all
artifacts/groups/memos
- with filter)

Story Closed Major Done Luiz Guerra Aldo
d'Aquino

Aldo
d'Aquino

13/Nov/15
3:24 PM   01/Mar/16

3:34 AM
19/Feb/16
11:26 PM

RPI/PECE
7.x-1.0     0 0  

Repository page should display view of
all artifacts, groups, and memos 

  
See slide 23: https://docs.google.com/
presentation/d/
1HUB56d7m1JBDiAJQfJMEgVqDXG1-
Xgl-j6bCpLETiUk/edit#slide=id.
gd9fe4304a_0_84 

  
*Fieldnotes should be excluded from view
(BUT FIELD DIARY PAGES must be
displayed) 

  
-In the Analyze an artifact section, add a
link to "See all artifacts" that links to this
page.- 

  
*Exclude fieldnotes from front page view
as well (BUT SHOW FIELD DIARY
PAGES)

None 9223372036854775807 None None Not
started

When navigating to page,
user should be able to see all
artifacts, groups, and memos
as shown in slide 23 

 User should be able to
search (with autocomplete)
on the page 

 User should be able to filter
based on certain content
types 

 -User should be able to
access page from the front
page (set up main navigation
-- user story)-

1|i001u5:

RPI/PECE PECE-
115

Display projects on
Group page and vice
versa

Story Closed Major Done Luiz Guerra Aldo
d'Aquino

Aldo
d'Aquino

13/Nov/15
3:24 PM   13/Jun/16

11:27 AM
02/Jun/16
5:43 PM

Vinga-
20160613     0 1 _thumb_21801.png

_thumb_21800.png  

There should be a list of projects that a
group is part of on the group page
(beneath the thumbnail image) 

  
There should be a list of groups that are
part of a project on the project page. 

  
There should also be a list of substantive
logics on associated with a project on the
project page.

Rafael
Caceres None 9223372036854775807 None None Not

started
http://dev-
pece.rpi.dropit.in

30/May/16
12:41 PM

When navigating to a group
page, the user should see a
list of projects that the group
is a part of. 

 When navigating to a project
page, the user should see a
list of groups associated
with the project and a list of
substantive logics associated
with the project.

- Access the dev envoronment of PECE 
 - Add a project content 

 - Add a group content referencing the
previous created project in the projects
field 

 - Access the group page 
 - The referenced project should be listed

in the right sidebar 
 - Click in the project link 

 - It should redirect to the project page, and
the group where we listed that project
should be listed in the right sidebar

1|hzzstj:jt924mko00ytadd

RPI/PECE PECE-
114

Create theoretical logic
+ page Story Open Major Unresolved Unassigned Aldo

d'Aquino
Aldo
d'Aquino

13/Nov/15
3:24 PM   11/Feb/16

7:27 PM         0 0  

Researcher and contributors can create
content type that has the following fields: 

 * URI 
 * Title 
 * Thumbnail (Field: image, required) 

 * Image citation (Field: link with title) 
 * Description (Field: long text, required) 

 * Contributors 
 * Tags 

  
Create page (slide 21 at
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/
1HUB56d7m1JBDiAJQfJMEgVqDXG1-
Xgl-j6bCpLETiUk/edit#slide=id.
gcbf19ff21_0_25) 

  
Add field to Group to reference theoretical
logic

None 9223372036854775807 None None Not
started

Researcher or contributor
should be able to create
content type outlined above 

 Page should display as
shown in google slideshow 

 Users creating a group
should be able to reference a
theoretical logic

1|hzzzku:x

https://taller.atlassian.net/browse/PECE-129
https://taller.atlassian.net/secure/attachment/18907/_thumb_18907.png
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https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1HUB56d7m1JBDiAJQfJMEgVqDXG1-Xgl-j6bCpLETiUk/edit#slide=id.gcbf19ff21_0_25
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RPI/PECE PECE-
113

Create substantive
logic + page Story Closed Major Done Renato

Vasconcellos
Aldo
d'Aquino

Aldo
d'Aquino

13/Nov/15
3:24 PM   01/Mar/16

3:34 AM
05/Feb/16
11:29 AM

RPI/PECE
7.x-1.0     0 0 0 1200   PECE-

111

Create page (slide 21 at
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/
1HUB56d7m1JBDiAJQfJMEgVqDXG1-
Xgl-j6bCpLETiUk/edit#slide=id.
gcbf19ff21_0_25) 

  
 
- Add field to Group to reference
Substantive logic 

 - Add field to Project to reference
Substantive logic

100% 100% 1200 0 None 9223372036854775807 None None Not
started

http://dev-
pece.rpi.dropit.in

Researcher or contributor
should be able to create
content with type outlined
above 

 Page should display as
shown in google slideshow 

 Users creating a group
should be able to reference a
substantive logic 

 Users creating a project
should be able to reference a
substantive logic 

  
Researcher and contributors
can create content type that
has the following fields: 

 * URI 
 * Title 
 * Thumbnail (Field: image,

required) 
 * Image citation (Field: link

with title) 
 * Description (Field: long

text, required) 
 * Contributors 
 * Tags

*Cenario 1* 
 - Logar como usuário researcher 

 - Acessar node/add e selecione
Substantive Logic 

 - Informar os campos obrigatórios (Título,
Descrição e Thumbnail) e Salvar 

  
*Cenario 2* 

 - Logar como usuário researcher 
 - Acessar node/add e selecione Project 

 - Informar os campos obrigatórios,
adicionar o Substantive Logic criado
anteriormente e Salvar 

  
*Cenario 3* 

 - Logar como usuário researcher 
 - Acessar node/add e selecione Group 

 - Informar os campos obrigatórios,
adicionar o Substantive Logic criado
anteriormente e Salvar 

 

1|hzzubr:f

RPI/PECE PECE-
112

Manage and view
design logic Story Closed Major Done Luiz Guerra Aldo

d'Aquino
Aldo
d'Aquino

13/Nov/15
3:24 PM   01/Mar/16

3:34 AM
05/Feb/16
11:34 AM

RPI/PECE
7.x-0.11,
RPI/PECE
7.x-1.0

    0 0  

As a researcher, I want to view design
logic

 As an anonymous user, I want to view
design logic

  
The distribution must come with 6 design
logics pre-configured:

  
- Title: Valuing Noise:

 http://worldpece.org/node/1173
  

- Title: Transmuting ambivalences of
meaning

 http://worldpece.org/node/1178
  

- Title: Scruffie Contours and Blurred
Focus

 http://worldpece.org/http%3A//
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File%
3ABob_Dylan_-_Blonde_on_Blonde.jpg
(so you know, I have nothing to do with
the configuration of worldpece.org)

  
- Title: Pursuing Differential
Reproduction

 http://worldpece.org/node/1174
  

- Title: Juxtapositional logics
 http://worldpece.org/node/1176

  
- Title: Explanatory Pluralism

 http://worldpece.org/node/1175
  

- Title: Crossing Scales, Working Double
Binds

 http://worldpece.org/node/1177
  

- Title: Alt-Ontology
 http://worldpece.org/node/1172

  
No one should be able to add a new
design logic. They should come pre-
installed with the distro.

  
Create page (slide 21 at
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/
1HUB56d7m1JBDiAJQfJMEgVqDXG1-
Xgl-j6bCpLETiUk/edit#slide=id.
gcbf19ff21_0_25)

 

None 9223372036854775807 None None Not
started

http://dev-
pece.rpi.dropit.in/
admin/structure/entity-
type/
design_logic/design_logic

- -design logic content type
should not be displayed on
the menu (no one can create
a new design logic)- 

  
- -Page layout must be the
same on Google Slideshow- 

  
- -Distro must ship with
standard design logics
already configured-

- Log in as admin to view all published
content in the Design Logic bundle of the
Design Logic Entity 

 - Click in all of them to make sure they
where published as requested 

 - The url when accessing each of them
should contain the respective title 

 - Only the admin can create or edit the
contents of this entity

Create content type that
has the following fields
* -URI- (hide field for
the time beeing) 

 * Title 
 * Thumbnail (Field:

image, required) 
 * Image citation (Field:

link with title) 
 * Description (Field:

long text, required) 
 * -Tags- (no need for

that, as the entity is
fetchable) 

 

1|hzzubr:d

RPI/PECE PECE-
111 Manage Projects Story Closed Major Done Gabriel

Neutzling
Aldo
d'Aquino

Aldo
d'Aquino

13/Nov/15
3:24 PM   01/Mar/16

3:34 AM
04/Feb/16
3:43 PM

RPI/PECE
7.x-1.0     0 1   PECE-

113

Researchers and contributors can create 
 Create content type with the following

fields: 
 * URI (hidden) 

 * Title (required) 
 * Description (Field: long text) 

 * Thumbnail (Field: Image) 
 * Institution (Field: link w/ title, multiple,

and required) 
 * Reference to Substantive Logics

(multiple) (Will be created in PECE-113) 
 * Funding Agency (Field: link w/ title,

multiple, and required) 
 * Interview Request Form (Field: file

attachment (public)) 
 * Consent Form (Field: file attachment

(public folder)) 
 * Start and End Date field (Only the start

date is required) 
 * Tags 

  
Create page (see slide 19 at
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/
1HUB56d7m1JBDiAJQfJMEgVqDXG1-
Xgl-j6bCpLETiUk/edit#slide=id.
gd9fe4304a_0_0) 

  
Add field to reference Project in Group
content type (multiple) 

 Add field to reference Project in Fieldsite
content type (multiple)

None 9223372036854775807 None None Not
started

02/Feb/16
3:26 PM

Researcher and contributor
should be able to create
Project content type 

 Page should display as
shown in Google link 

 A user creating a group
should be able to reference a
project 

 A user creating a field site
should be able to reference a
project

1|hzzstj:jt92

RPI/PECE PECE-
110

Anonymous author
when adding analytic Bug Closed Trivial Done Walmyr

Filho
Lindsay
Poirier

Lindsay
Poirier

11/Nov/15
6:16 PM   17/Apr/16

9:51 AM
04/Jan/16
3:14 PM

RPI/PECE
7.X-0.10     0 1  

When a user adds a question (analytic)
from the 'Annotate' edit interface, the
author is anonymous. The author should
be the user that added the question.

None 9223372036854775807 None None Not
started

http://dev-
pece.rpi.dropit.in/

When a user adds a question
(analytic) from the
'Annotate' edit interface, the
author is anonymous. The
author should be the user
that added the question.

# With a contributor/researcher user,
create an annotation with new question for
a artefact 

 # With the site admin, access
admin/content 

 ## Verify that the analytic (question)
content is authored by the user that
created the question.

1|hzzua9:03

RPI/PECE PECE-
109

Associating artifact
with Organic Group
gives email error
message

Bug Closed Trivial Done Luiz Guerra Lindsay
Poirier

Lindsay
Poirier

11/Nov/15
6:13 PM   01/Mar/16

3:34 AM
22/Feb/16
6:15 PM

RPI/PECE
7.x-1.0     0 1 _thumb_17634.png  

Associating artifact with Organic Group
gives email error message: "Message
body is empty. Node is created but no
email was sent."

None 9223372036854775807 None None Not
started 1|i001u6:9

RPI/PECE PECE-
107

Image artifact on front
page displays image
AND ICON

Bug Closed Trivial Unresolved Unassigned Lindsay
Poirier

Lindsay
Poirier

11/Nov/15
5:58 PM   25/Nov/15

7:23 PM   RPI/PECE
7.X-0.9     0 2 _thumb_17633.png  

The image artifact on the front page
should show the image in place of the
artifact icon. Instead both are showing.

None 9223372036854775807 None None Not
started

16/Nov/15
5:04 PM

The image artifact on the
front page should show the
image in place of the artifact
icon.

1|hzzunj:

RPI/PECE PECE-
106

Group audience field
on artifact page not
formatted

Bug Closed Trivial Done Lindsay
Poirier

Lindsay
Poirier

Lindsay
Poirier

11/Nov/15
5:53 PM   17/Apr/16

11:21 AM
23/Nov/15
4:20 PM

RPI/PECE
7.X-0.9     0 1 _thumb_17632.png   The group audience label on the artifact

page has not been formatted as a header. outlier None 9223372036854775807 None None Not
started

on the group artifact page,
the 'Group audience' field
should be formatted as a
header.

1|hzzunb:

RPI/PECE PECE-
105

Group artifacts tab
showing all artifacts
associated with a group

Bug Closed Trivial Done Gabriel
Neutzling

Lindsay
Poirier

Lindsay
Poirier

11/Nov/15
5:52 PM   29/Jan/16

9:43 AM
05/Jan/16
1:57 PM

RPI/PECE
7.X-0.10     0 1 _thumb_17631.png  

On a group page, when clicking on the
Group artifacts tab, it displays artifacts for
all groups, not just the artifacts that have
been associated with the particular group.
I (Lindsay) know the correct settings in
Views to make this work. I can send them
to you if needed.

None 9223372036854775807 None None Not
started

When I click on 'Group
artifacts' in a group page, I
should only see the artifacts
that have been associated
with that particular group.

1|hzzua9:02

RPI/PECE PECE-
104

Group Field Diary
Page Story Closed Trivial Done Walmyr

Filho Denis Souza Denis Souza 10/Nov/15
12:31 PM   25/Nov/15

2:29 PM
20/Nov/15
7:29 PM

RPI/PECE
7.X-0.9     0 1  

- For every group, there will be a field
diary (which will display all the fieldnotes
that different users attached to a group
field diary); 

 - If fieldnotes are marked as "restricted" or
"private" in their permission, they are not
display on the user or group page.

None 9223372036854775807 None None Not
started

http://dev-
pece.rpi.dropit.in/pece-
group-field-diary

- The fieldnote artifact will
need to have a field audiance
for linking the content to the
group. 

 - Field diary pages for
groups show: fieldnotes for
all the users of that group
(that were created for the
group specifically).

# Configure fieldnote artefacts with open,
private and restricted permissions to a
specific group (since groups are nodes,
you will need to get the node id or the
group for usage on the next steps) 

 # Access the url in the tests link, slash the
node id (ex.: http://dev-pece.rpi.dropit.in/
pece-group-field-diary/123) 

 ## When the above step is done by an
anonymous user, only open field notes
from the group must be displayed; 

 ## When the above step is done by a
researcher user, open field notes will be
displayed, restricted field notes for the
group will be displayed and the field notes
that the researcher is author will be
displayed 

 ## When the above step is done by a non
researcher user, only open field notes and
field notes that the current user is author
will be displayed.

1|hzzx73:

RPI/PECE PECE-
103

Video artifacts with
OGV files are not
rendered in artifact
page

Bug Open Trivial Unresolved Unassigned Aldo
d'Aquino

Aldo
d'Aquino

28/Oct/15
3:24 PM   23/Mar/16

7:53 AM   RPI/PECE
7.x-1.3     0 3  

Video artifacts with OGV(theora) files are
not renderized in artifact page (PECE-87) 

  
None 9223372036854775807 None None Not

started
21/Mar/16
3:09 PM 1|hzzuvq:i

RPI/PECE PECE-
101 Adjust the file formats Bug Closed Trivial Done Luiz Guerra Luis Felipe

R. Murillo
Luis Felipe
R. Murillo

27/Oct/15
3:45 PM   01/Mar/16

3:34 AM
12/Feb/16
5:44 PM

RPI/PECE
7.x-1.0     0 1  

PECE-
19,
PECE-
21

None 9223372036854775807 None None Not
started

- media module does not
have the right formats for
files: only open formats
should be used, as specified
in the user story (no ra,
wma, and other crap, etc)
referred to (audio and video
content types):- PECE-19 -
PECE-21 

  
- Use open
extensions/formats: jpg jpeg
gif png pdf odt ods odp mp3
mp4 aac wav m4a ogg oga
ogv webm mkv svg csv json
xml txt 

  
- Configure by DEFAULT:
"Skip scheme selection" (it
is redundant... on the media
module)

1|hzzubr:g

RPI/PECE PECE-
100

Group page tabs
(Artifacts and Memos) Story Closed Trivial Done Renato

Vasconcellos
Aldo
d'Aquino

Aldo
d'Aquino

26/Oct/15
3:25 PM   05/Nov/15

2:50 PM
05/Nov/15
2:19 PM

RPI/PECE
7.X-0.8     0 1   PECE-

95

Add artifacts and memos tabs 
  

Slide 18: https://docs.google.com/
presentation/d/
1HUB56d7m1JBDiAJQfJMEgVqDXG1-
Xgl-j6bCpLETiUk/edit#slide=id.
gcbf19ff21_0_0

None 9223372036854775807 None None Not
started

* Email should display
under the group thumbnail
image 

 * Parent group and child
group views should be
displayed in their own tabs. 

 ** The group title should
link to the group and like the
current front page list on the
dev site, each item should be
underscored with a line. The
view should be set to display
all items. 

 * When the user clicks on
the artifacts tab, it should
display a list of the artifacts
that have listed this group as
their group audience. It
should be formatted like
this:
https://www.zooniverse.org/
about/publications/ in the
sense that an icon should
come before the title. The
icon on the left should be an
icon for the artifact type
(image, video, text, pdf,
website, etc.) The title
should link to the artifact
(Please don't include the
"Available here" link, or
have the title in italics), and
like the current front page
list on the dev site, each
item should be underscored
with a line. The view should
be set to display all items. 

 * When the user clicks on
the memos tab, it should
display a list of the memos
that have listed this group as
their group audience. The
memo title should link to the
memo and like the current
front page list on the dev
site, each item should be
underscored with a line. The
view should be set to display
all items. 

 * Empty tabs should not be
displayed.

1|hzzx3b:

https://taller.atlassian.net/browse/PECE-113
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1HUB56d7m1JBDiAJQfJMEgVqDXG1-Xgl-j6bCpLETiUk/edit#slide=id.gcbf19ff21_0_25
http://dev-pece.rpi.dropit.in/
https://taller.atlassian.net/browse/PECE-112
http://worldpece.org/node/1173
http://worldpece.org/node/1178
http://worldpece.org/http%3A//en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File%3ABob_Dylan_-_Blonde_on_Blonde.jpg
http://worldpece.org/
http://worldpece.org/node/1174
http://worldpece.org/node/1176
http://worldpece.org/node/1175
http://worldpece.org/node/1177
http://worldpece.org/node/1172
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1HUB56d7m1JBDiAJQfJMEgVqDXG1-Xgl-j6bCpLETiUk/edit#slide=id.gcbf19ff21_0_25
http://dev-pece.rpi.dropit.in/admin/structure/entity-type/design_logic/design_logic
https://taller.atlassian.net/browse/PECE-111
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1HUB56d7m1JBDiAJQfJMEgVqDXG1-Xgl-j6bCpLETiUk/edit#slide=id.gd9fe4304a_0_0
https://taller.atlassian.net/browse/PECE-110
http://dev-pece.rpi.dropit.in/
https://taller.atlassian.net/browse/PECE-109
https://taller.atlassian.net/secure/attachment/17634/_thumb_17634.png
https://taller.atlassian.net/browse/PECE-107
https://taller.atlassian.net/secure/attachment/17633/_thumb_17633.png
https://taller.atlassian.net/browse/PECE-106
https://taller.atlassian.net/secure/attachment/17632/_thumb_17632.png
https://taller.atlassian.net/browse/PECE-105
https://taller.atlassian.net/secure/attachment/17631/_thumb_17631.png
https://taller.atlassian.net/browse/PECE-104
http://dev-pece.rpi.dropit.in/pece-group-field-diary
http://dev-pece.rpi.dropit.in/pece-group-field-diary/123
https://taller.atlassian.net/browse/PECE-103
https://taller.atlassian.net/browse/PECE-101
https://taller.atlassian.net/browse/PECE-100
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1HUB56d7m1JBDiAJQfJMEgVqDXG1-Xgl-j6bCpLETiUk/edit#slide=id.gcbf19ff21_0_0
https://www.zooniverse.org/about/publications/
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RPI/PECE PECE-
99

Filter on Analytic Page
Not Working Bug Closed Trivial Done Lucas

Constantino
Lindsay
Poirier

Lindsay
Poirier

09/Oct/15
3:39 PM   01/Mar/16

3:34 AM
15/Feb/16
1:07 PM

RPI/PECE
7.x-1.0     0 1  

When I enter a user or artifact into the
filter on the analytic page, I'm directed to
a blank page with the heading -
[FIELD_PECE_ARTIFACT]
ANNOTATIONS 

 Eg: http://dev-pece.rpi.dropit.in/
annotions/question/573/artifact/575?
uid=reva 

  
* Error to be reproduced, access this link: 

 http://dev-pece.rpi.dropit.in/node/567 
  

- Filter with the user POIRIL and the
artifact: 

 "NYC Children Having Lowered IQ
Scores due to Air Pollution" ---> the result
is PAGE NOT FOUND!

None 9223372036854775807 None None Not
started 1|hzzubr:gi

RPI/PECE PECE-
98

Save and Continue
Annotation Improvement Closed Major Done Renato

Vasconcellos
Lindsay
Poirier

Lindsay
Poirier

28/Sep/15
2:15 PM   15/Oct/15

10:15 AM
02/Oct/15
4:25 PM

RPI/PECE
7.X-0.6     0 1 0 43200  

After filling out the fields in the
annotation form the user must be able to
save and create another annotation. 

 The button should be labeled "Save and
Continue" 

 

100% 100% 43200 0 None 9223372036854775807 None None Not
started

After filling out the fields in
the annotation form the user
must be able to save and
create another annotation. 

 The button should be labeled
"Save and Continue" 

 

1|hzztcn:

RPI/PECE PECE-
97

Theme as default in
PECE distro Story Closed Major Done Renato

Vasconcellos Liz Durman Liz Durman 18/Sep/15
10:20 AM   15/Oct/15

10:15 AM
23/Sep/15
3:33 PM

RPI/PECE
7.X-0.6     0 2 0 28860   As a user I want to get the theme setted as

default when I install the PECE distro 100% 100% 28860 0 None 9223372036854775807 None None Not
started

http://dev-fsi.dropit.in/
basic-page

23/Sep/15
3:32 PM

Set PECE Theme as default
during PECE instalation
(theme should be packed
with the PECE distro)

- Check the default theme. 
 - Log as admin and check the

administration theme.
1|hzztaf:

RPI/PECE PECE-
96 Tag page Story Closed Trivial Done Luiz Guerra Aldo

d'Aquino
Aldo
d'Aquino

14/Sep/15
12:19 PM   01/Mar/16

3:34 AM
27/Jan/16
3:22 PM

RPI/PECE
7.x-0.11,
RPI/PECE
7.x-1.0

    0 1  

The tag page will be a grid (4 columns
and as many rows as needed) of all the
content (artifact, memo, analytic and
annotation) tagged with a certain term
sorted randomly. 
 
In the grid, the image or icon should
appear above a title (title should link to
content). 

  
We will need an icon for memo, analytic
(possibly question mark for analytic), and
annotation.

None 9223372036854775807 None None Not
started

http://dev-
pece.rpi.dropit.in/tags/bar

When a user clicks on a tag,
they should be directed to a
page described in the
description.

- Access the page of any tag term 
 - There should be four columns of content

from the content types required in the
description, sorted randomly 

 - Refresh the page to confirm that the
random behavior is applied 

 - The list should display the title and
image/icon of each content

1|hzzstj:jt9

RPI/PECE PECE-
95 Group page Story Closed Trivial Done Lucas

Constantino
Aldo
d'Aquino

Aldo
d'Aquino

14/Sep/15
12:18 PM   26/Oct/15

4:59 PM
26/Oct/15
4:26 PM

RPI/PECE
7.X-0.8     0 1   PECE-

100

Slide 18: https://docs.google.com/
presentation/d/
1HUB56d7m1JBDiAJQfJMEgVqDXG1-
Xgl-j6bCpLETiUk/edit#slide=id.
gcbf19ff21_0_0

None 9223372036854775807 None None Not
started

A field for "Group
thumbnail image" should be
added to the group content
type. It should follow the
same upload criteria as the
image field for the image
artifact. 

 A page should be created for
displaying groups. 

 * tabbed browsing should be
used to provide access to
group content 

 * the page should be split
into two columns (75%,
25%) 

 * The right column should
include a button to
Subscribe or Unsubscribe to
the group 

 * The group's thumbnail
image and members should
be displayed below the
button. 

 * The email, description,
and two views (child and
parent groups) should be
displayed default and when
the 'Group' tab activated. 

 ** Child groups is a view of
all the groups that have the
current group assigned as
group audience. It should
not be displayed if empty. 

 ** Parents groups is a view
of all the groups that this
group has listed as group
audience. It should not
display if empty. 

 * When the user clicks on
the artifacts tab, it should
display a list of the artifacts
that have listed this group as
their group audience. It
should be formatted like
this:
https://www.zooniverse.org/
about/publications/ in the
sense that an icon should
come before the title. The
icon on the left should be an
icon for the artifact type
(image, video, text, pdf,
website, etc.) The title
should link to the artifact
(Please don't include the
"Available here" link, or
have the title in italics), and
like the current front page
list on the dev site, each
item should be underscored
with a line. The view should
be set to display all items. 

 * When the user clicks on
the memos tab, it should
display a list of the memos
that have listed this group as
their group audience. The
memo title should link to the
memo and like the current
front page list on the dev
site, each item should be
underscored with a line. The
view should be set to display
all items.

1|hzzyen:

RPI/PECE PECE-
94 Create artifact bundle Story Closed Major Done Renato

Vasconcellos
Aldo
d'Aquino

Aldo
d'Aquino

14/Sep/15
12:12 PM   15/Oct/15

10:15 AM
13/Oct/15
6:53 PM

RPI/PECE
7.X-0.6     0 3 0 14460  

As a contributor or researcher, I should be
able to create an artifact bundle. 

  
Fields: 
 
* URI * ** 

 * Title * ** 
 * Date of creation * ** *** 

 * Date of publication * ** *** 
 * Date(s) of modification * ** *** 

 ** Revision number 
 ** Author <<User>> 
 * Author ** (from PECE-71) 

 ** Taxonomy reference 
* Contributtors (if different from author)
** 

 * _Fieldsite_ ** 
* Critical Commentary 
* _License_ * ** 
* Permissions (from PECE-69) 
* Tags ** 

 * Node reference to other artifacts (image,
text, pdf, video, or website)*
(_unlimited_) 

 * -Location (if different from field site)-
** (later on PECE-72) 

 * _Group Audience_ ** 
** _Groups_ 

  
 
indicate required fields * 

 indicate base artifact field ** 
 indicates drupal standard feature *** 

  
*required 

 *please note that we are not marking the
fields already generated by Drupal (user,
date of creation, etc.)*

100% 100% 14460 0 None 9223372036854775807 None None Not
started

http://dev-
pece.rpi.dropit.in/

09/Oct/15
3:26 PM

A contributor or researcher
should be able to create an
artifact bundle 

 The fields should follow
those listed in the
description.

- Log in as Contributor 
 - Access 'node/add/pece-artifact-bundle' 

 - Fill the required fields 
 - Save

1|hzzthj:

RPI/PECE PECE-
93

Question Set
Annotation View Story Closed Trivial Done Henrique

Recidive
Lindsay
Poirier

Lindsay
Poirier

24/Aug/15
12:46 PM   03/Dec/15

12:16 PM
02/Oct/15
8:14 PM

RPI/PECE
7.X-0.6     0 2  

The page for a question set: 
 * Lists all of the questions as links 

 * Clicking on a question links to a page
with all of the responses (annotations) for
that question (the artifact that this
annotation was in response to artifact in
response to and the user who wrote the
annotation listed below the response) 

 * There should be options for filtering the
responses by artifact in response to and
user responding 
 
Reference: https://docs.google.com/
presentation/d/1cXHDI-
fHjAGg5sIjEWAPSat71kZfXjS8iImd
aUopX5k/edit?usp=sharing

None 9223372036854775807 None None Not
started

http://dev-
pece.rpi.dropit.in/
structured-analytics-
questions-set/tredrow

03/Oct/15
7:13 AM

The page for a question set: 
 * Lists all of the questions as

links 
 * Clicking on a question

links to a page with all of
the responses (annotations)
for that question (the artifact
that this annotation was in
response to artifact in
response to and the user who
wrote the annotation listed
below the response) 

 * There should be options
for filtering the responses by
artifact in response to and
user responding 

* The pages with all questions for a
question set is e.g. http://dev-
pece.rpi.dropit.in/structured-analytics-
questions-set/tredrow 

 * Clicking on a question will show it's
page with the annotations listed on the
bottom with both fields for filtering by
user and artifact e.g. http://dev-
pece.rpi.dropit.in/content/aliquam-olim

1|hzztg7:

RPI/PECE PECE-
92

Artifact Annotation
View Story Closed Major Done Renato

Vasconcellos
Lindsay
Poirier

Lindsay
Poirier

24/Aug/15
12:28 PM   03/Dec/15

12:16 PM
06/Oct/15
7:44 PM

RPI/PECE
7.X-0.6     0 1 0 7320  

Create views so that when a user
navigates to an artifact they see at the
bottom: 

 * all the users that have responded to a
question for that artifact 

 * clicking on the user show the questions
they responded to for that artifact and the
answers, sorted by date 

 * clicking on the question from the user
annotation page, shows all the responses
to that question for that artifact 

 * Link at the bottom of page navigates to
page with all responses to this question
for all artifacts 

  
Reference: https://docs.google.com/
presentation/d/1cXHDI-
fHjAGg5sIjEWAPSat71kZfXjS8iImd
aUopX5k/edit?usp=sharing

100% 100% 7320 0 None 9223372036854775807 None None Not
started

http://dev-
pece.rpi.dropit.in/

When a user navigates to an
artifact, in the bottom left, it
should: 

 * list all of the users that
have responded to a question
for that artifact as links 

 * clicking on a user, the
viewer is navigated to a
view that shows the
questions the user has
responded to for that artifact
(as links), along with the
answers (annotations) (as
text) sorted by date 

 ** The question set should
be listed next to the question
on this view 

 * Clicking on a question
from that page (in the
previous bullet), links the
viewer to a view that shows
all of the answers
(annotations) to that
question for the artifact,
sorted by date. The user
should be listed next to the
question. 

 ** There should be a link at
the bottom of this page that
navigates the user to a view
that shows all of the
responses to the question for
all artifacts. The link text
should be: See all responses
to this analytic.

* Access the page of an Artifact 
 ** Make a Annotation 

 ** Make sure the bottom of the page
appears a block titled "Annotations" and
the list of users made annotation that
artifact. 

  
* Click the user name. 

 ** The browser should send you to the
page that lists all the annotations that user
has made in to annotation.

1|hzztgf:

https://taller.atlassian.net/browse/PECE-99
http://dev-pece.rpi.dropit.in/annotions/question/573/artifact/575?uid=reva
http://dev-pece.rpi.dropit.in/node/567
https://taller.atlassian.net/browse/PECE-98
https://taller.atlassian.net/browse/PECE-97
http://dev-fsi.dropit.in/basic-page
https://taller.atlassian.net/browse/PECE-96
http://dev-pece.rpi.dropit.in/tags/bar
https://taller.atlassian.net/browse/PECE-95
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1HUB56d7m1JBDiAJQfJMEgVqDXG1-Xgl-j6bCpLETiUk/edit#slide=id.gcbf19ff21_0_0
https://www.zooniverse.org/about/publications/
https://taller.atlassian.net/browse/PECE-94
http://dev-pece.rpi.dropit.in/
https://taller.atlassian.net/browse/PECE-93
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1cXHDI-fHjAGg5sIjEWAPSat71kZfXjS8iImdaUopX5k/edit?usp=sharing
http://dev-pece.rpi.dropit.in/structured-analytics-questions-set/tredrow
http://dev-pece.rpi.dropit.in/structured-analytics-questions-set/tredrow
http://dev-pece.rpi.dropit.in/content/aliquam-olim
https://taller.atlassian.net/browse/PECE-92
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1cXHDI-fHjAGg5sIjEWAPSat71kZfXjS8iImdaUopX5k/edit?usp=sharing
http://dev-pece.rpi.dropit.in/
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RPI/PECE PECE-
91 Annotation Story Closed Major Done Renato

Vasconcellos
Lindsay
Poirier

Lindsay
Poirier

21/Aug/15
6:39 PM   23/Jun/16

3:01 PM
28/Sep/15
9:40 PM

RPI/PECE
7.X-0.6     0 2 0 133320  

*Annotation (“Response to a question”)* 
 * Type: entity *** 

 * URI * 
 * Text body (long text) * 

 * Author * 
* Date * 
* Reference to annotation question * 

 * Reference to content where was created.
* 

 * Permissions ** 
 * License ** 

 * Tags

100% 100% 133320 0 outlier None 9223372036854775807 None None Not
started

http://dev-
pece.rpi.dropit.in/

01/Sep/15
5:25 AM

After navigating to an
artifact (of any type), a user
should be able to: 

 * Click on "Annotate" 
 * User is presented with a

question set (or question
sets) 

 * User selects a question set 
 * User is presented with the

individual questions (that
the question set references)
and the ability to add
another question 

 * User selects a question 
 * User is presented with the

annotation box and must fill
out: 

 ** Annotation TEXT (long
text) 

 ** Tags (terms) 
 ** Permissions 
 ** License 

 * After fillng out the fields
the user must be able to save
and create another
annotation 

  
Theme adjustments: 

 - Annotate button 
 - Modal (annotation) 

 - Question button?! 
  

Bug 
 - Permission: tax term fix

- Access/Create an artifact 
 - Click in annotate 

 - Select a Question set or create a new one
filling the "Question set title" field 

 - click Continue 
 - Select a Question or create a new one

filling the "Question title" field 
 - Click Continue 

 - Fill the annotation text, license and tags 
 - Click Finish

1|hzztan:

RPI/PECE PECE-
90 Structured Analytics Story Closed Major Unresolved Renato

Vasconcellos
Lindsay
Poirier

Lindsay
Poirier

21/Aug/15
6:35 PM   01/Sep/15

5:24 AM   RPI/PECE
7.x-0.5     0 1 0 50400  

*Structured Analytics (Question set)* 
 * Description: Collection of Questions 
 * Type: Entity *** 

 * Title * 
 * Description (long-text) 

 * Reference to Questions *

100% 100% 50400 0 None 9223372036854775807 None None Not
started

http://dev-
pece.rpi.dropit.in

Researchers and contributors
should be able to create a
question set that references
analytics (questions).

- As a contributor user, go to the
Structured Analytics creation page
(node/add/pece-structured-analytics) 

 - Enter the title 
 - Enter the question reference 

 - Save 
 

1|hzzu67:

RPI/PECE PECE-
89 Analytic Story Closed Major Unresolved Renato

Vasconcellos
Lindsay
Poirier

Lindsay
Poirier

21/Aug/15
6:31 PM   25/Aug/15

8:14 PM   RPI/PECE
7.x-0.5     0 1 0 21600  

*Analytics (questions)* 
 * Type: entity *** 

 * URI * 
 * Title (Question) * 

 * Author * 
 * Date * *** 

 * Tags 
 

100% 100% 21600 0 None 9223372036854775807 None None Not
started

http://dev-
pece.rpi.dropit.in/

Researcher and contributor
should be able to create an
analytic (a question). Only
the individual that created
the question should be able
to edit it.

- As a contributor user, go to Analytic
creation page (node/add/pece-analytic) 

 - Fill the required fields 
 - Save

1|hzzu5z:

RPI/PECE PECE-
87

Video/Audio artifact
page Story Closed Major Done Joseph

Ramos
Lindsay
Poirier

Lindsay
Poirier

19/Aug/15
1:04 PM   28/Oct/15

3:44 PM
21/Oct/15
8:43 PM

RPI/PECE
7.X-0.8     0 1  

- Video/audio artifact 
 - Display all fields but hide empty values 

 - All references to other material (user,
fieldsite, etc) should be displayed as a link
- File attachment should be rendered
(video and audio with a video/audio
player) 

 - Follow "PECE Design Document":
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/
1HUB56d7m1JBDiAJQfJMEgVqDXG1-
Xgl-j6bCpLETiUk/edit#slide=id.
gb0a2078f1_2_224 

 

None 9223372036854775807 None None Not
started

Videos must be rendered on
the page page with a video
player. Audio files must be
rendered on the page with an
audio player.

1|hzzujb:

RPI/PECE PECE-
86 PDF Artifact page Story Closed Major Done Denis Souza Lindsay

Poirier
Lindsay
Poirier

19/Aug/15
1:00 PM   16/Oct/15

2:25 PM
15/Oct/15
1:32 PM

RPI/PECE
7.X-0.7     0 4  

- PDF artifact
 - Display all fields but hide empty values

 - All references to other material should
be displayed as a link 

 - File attachment should be rendered (pdf
with the pdf module)

 - Follow "PECE Design Document":
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/
1HUB56d7m1JBDiAJQfJMEgVqDXG1-
Xgl-j6bCpLETiUk/edit#slide=id.
gb0a2078f1_2_224

 

None 9223372036854775807 None None Not
started

15/Oct/15
1:31 PM

PDF documents must be
displayed with the module:
PDF Reader
(https://www.drupal.org/
project/pdf_reader) and
configured with the PDF.js
library for display

1|hzzwz3:

RPI/PECE PECE-
85

Update artifact's
location field logic Improvement Closed Trivial Done Luiz Guerra Renato

Vasconcellos
Renato
Vasconcellos

17/Aug/15
3:22 PM   13/Jun/16

11:29 AM
15/Apr/16
1:54 AM

Vinga-
20160613     0 3  

*Value to be delivered: reuse fieldsite
location field on artfacts location field* 

  
Reconfigure the location field for PECE
artifacts to have the following behavior: 

  
- if the user does not fill-out the location
field for a particular artifact **AND** the
artifact is linked to a fieldsite (which has
location information), copy the location
from the **fieldsite** to the **artifact**; 

  
- if the fieldsite which is linked to the
artifact does not have location
information, leave it empty for the artifact
as well. 

  
---- Background history of this user story: 

  
As pointed by [~lfmurillo] on Skype: 

  
- regarding location for artifacts, we
discussed that if a field site has location,
we do not need it for artifacts. I think I
was wrong, we can still have location
information for a fieldsite and individual
information for the artifact. I suggest a
different configuration: if we have
location information for a fieldsite and an
artifact is linked to a location AND if the
user does not fill location information for
an artifact, the LOCATION from the
fieldsite is copied over to the artifact. 

  
[11:53:08] unixjazz: I think this is a good
way for having the location both on the
fieldsite and on the individual artifact. 

 [11:33:53] Lindsay Poirier: I agree on the
location solution 

 

None 9223372036854775807 None None Not
started

07/Apr/16
5:17 PM

If we have location
information for a fieldsite
and an artifact is linked to a
location AND if the user
does not fill location
information for an artifact,
the LOCATION from the
fieldsite is copied over to the
artifact.

1|hzzubr:hq67

RPI/PECE PECE-
84

Setup user permissions
on groups Improvement Closed Trivial Done Denis Souza Aldo

d'Aquino
Aldo
d'Aquino

14/Aug/15
5:48 PM   13/Jun/16

11:27 AM
26/May/16
4:43 PM

Vinga-
20160613     0 2 _thumb_21401.png

_thumb_21400.png  

Subscribe request e-mail template: 
  

Hi $group-admin-name. 
  

User $membership-request-user has
requested membership on group $group-
name. Click (link)here to manage group
membership(/link)

Joseph
Ramos None 9223372036854775807 None None Not

started
http://dev-
pece.rpi.dropit.in/

26/May/16
4:20 PM

As soon as a group
researcher or group
contributor requests
membership to a group, the
group's admins should be
notified by e-mail. 

  
After a group owner/admin
approves the membership
for a group researcher or
group contributor, they
should be able to add, edit,
and delete their own group
content. (See attachments
for correct permissions).

When an user requests membership to a
group, the group's admins are notified of
the same form the user is notified
(pending approval). 

  
To custom *requests membership to a
group* message edit in this page: 

  
http://dev-pece.rpi.dropit.in/
admin/config/workflow/rules/
reaction/manage/rules_pece_
member_subscribe_pending/edit/6 

  
To custom *pendding approval user*
message edit this page: 

  
http://dev-pece.rpi.dropit.in/
admin/config/workflow/rules/
reaction/manage/rules_pece_
member_subscribe_pending/edit/7

1|i003sj:

RPI/PECE PECE-
83

Automate test to create
researcher user

Technical
Debt Closed Trivial Done Renato

Vasconcellos
Walmyr
Filho

Walmyr
Filho

14/Aug/15
8:58 AM   25/Aug/15

3:34 PM
20/Aug/15
2:44 PM

RPI/PECE
7.x-0.5     0 1 0 12600   PECE-

81

The researcher user will be the one that
will create all the artifacts. 

 All already existing artfifact tests will
need to be updated to use this kind of user.

100% 100% 12600 0 None 9223372036854775807 None None Not
started 1|hzzx93:

RPI/PECE PECE-
82

Refactoring on page
objects that create
artefacts to make them
more generic

Technical
Debt Closed Trivial Done Walmyr

Filho
Walmyr
Filho

Walmyr
Filho

12/Aug/15
4:22 PM   14/Aug/15

12:53 AM
13/Aug/15
1:21 AM

RPI/PECE
7.x-0.4     0 1 0 21600  

An good example for this refactoring is
that the code for uploading a file (image
or pdf) is almost the same and today it is
duplicated in two pages, though it could
be the same.

100% 100% 21600 0 None 9223372036854775807 None None Not
started 1|hzzxdj:

RPI/PECE PECE-
81

Automate tests for the
Authors fields in
PECE's artifacts

Technical
Debt Open Trivial Unresolved Unassigned Renato

Vasconcellos
Renato
Vasconcellos

11/Aug/15
7:03 PM   14/Aug/15

8:59 AM         0 1  

PECE-
71,
PECE-
83

Test case:
  

- Author == Current User name ->
Contributor = Null

 - Author != Current User name ->
Contributor = Current User name

  
Obs.: This needs to be done with a
researcher user.

None 9223372036854775807 None None Not
started 1|hzzx9j:

RPI/PECE PECE-
80

Make a relation
between the authors
taxonomy term and the
user profile

Improvement Open Trivial Unresolved Unassigned Renato
Vasconcellos

Renato
Vasconcellos

11/Aug/15
6:34 PM   11/Apr/16

10:34 AM         0 1   The authors should have the same fileds
as the user profile None 9223372036854775807 None None Not

started

- Users on the Authors
taxonomy will have the
same fields that were
specified for the regular
PECE users (affiliation,
contact info, etc.).

1|hzzstj:jt924p1

RPI/PECE PECE-
79

Show the user's full
name for contributors
field and other places
that the user is listed.

Story Open Trivial Unresolved Unassigned Renato
Vasconcellos

Renato
Vasconcellos

11/Aug/15
6:28 PM   18/Aug/16

10:05 AM         0 1   PECE-
64

As mentioned in PECE-64 the display of
the user name must use the full name. None 9223372036854775807 None None Not

started

- The contributors field must
show the full name of the
users 

 -

1|hzzubr:hr

RPI/PECE PECE-
78

Remove the remaining
sleep times from tests
and page objects

Technical
Debt Closed Trivial Done Walmyr

Filho
Walmyr
Filho

Walmyr
Filho

11/Aug/15
4:29 PM   25/Aug/15

3:35 PM
14/Aug/15
12:52 AM

RPI/PECE
7.x-0.4     0 1 0 25200   100% 100% 25200 0 None 9223372036854775807 None None Not

started 1|hzzx9b:

RPI/PECE PECE-
77

Move cleanup tests to
after all of each tests

Technical
Debt Closed Trivial Done Walmyr

Filho
Walmyr
Filho

Walmyr
Filho

11/Aug/15
4:11 PM   25/Aug/15

3:35 PM
11/Aug/15
5:24 PM

RPI/PECE
7.x-0.4     0 1 0 5400  

Today we still have a clean up test, but we
can have an afterAll function on each spec
file to clean things it creates.

100% 100% 5400 0 None 9223372036854775807 None None Not
started 1|hzzxbj:

RPI/PECE PECE-
76

Reractoring on user
profile spec test file

Technical
Debt Open Trivial Unresolved Unassigned Walmyr

Filho
Walmyr
Filho

11/Aug/15
4:01 PM   11/Aug/15

4:01 PM         0 1   Today it has to much logic into the tests. 
 I suggest to move it to a page object. None 9223372036854775807 None None Not

started 1|hzzxbb:

RPI/PECE PECE-
74

Link the author's
profile to an author's
profile page

Improvement Open Trivial Unresolved Unassigned Walmyr
Filho

Walmyr
Filho

10/Aug/15
3:22 PM   30/Nov/15

7:25 PM         0 1  

This story came from a comment from the
PECE-71. Details below: 

  
Lindsay Poirier added a comment -
10/Aug/15 11:20 AM 

 If the author does have a profile in the
system, we would like to be able to link to
the author's profile page. I imagine that
using taxonomy will make this difficult. I
understand if it needs to be simplified at
this time. 

  
Renato Vasconcellos added a comment -
10/Aug/15 2:40PM 

 Lindsay Poirier In the future we can add a
reference field in the Authors taxonomy
term to point to an user and then we use
this info to redirect to the user profile.

None 9223372036854775807 None None Not
started 1|hzzxbz:

RPI/PECE PECE-
73

Transform critical
commentary into
multiline text field

Functional
Debt Closed Major Done Renato

Vasconcellos
Aldo
d'Aquino

Aldo
d'Aquino

07/Aug/15
2:05 PM   25/Aug/15

3:31 PM
12/Aug/15
12:43 PM

RPI/PECE
7.x-0.4     0 3 0 15060   Critical commentary should support

multiline text 100% 100% 15060 0 None 9223372036854775807 None None Not
started

11/Aug/15
7:22 PM 1|hzzu4n:

RPI/PECE PECE-
72

Add location field
geocode support

Technical
Debt Closed Major Done Renato

Vasconcellos
Walmyr
Filho

Walmyr
Filho

06/Aug/15
4:16 PM   25/Aug/15

3:31 PM
12/Aug/15
12:43 PM

RPI/PECE
7.x-0.4     0 4 0 72120   PECE-

64 100% 100% 72120 0 None 9223372036854775807 None None Not
started

10/Aug/15
7:49 PM

- Register a new user 
 - Login as the new user 

- Go to the user profile page (/user) 
 - Click in the Edit tab and then go to the

Profile tab 
 - Select the address in the map and save 

 - Check the location's lat/long 
  

*Optional* 
  

- Access google developers console:
https://console.developers.google.com/ 

 - Create a new Project 
 - Create a new access key 

 - Add the key into the Gmap module
configuration
(admin/config/services/gmap)

1|hzzu47:

RPI/PECE PECE-
71

Update artifact author
for multiple authorship

Functional
Debt Closed Major Done Renato

Vasconcellos
Aldo
d'Aquino

Aldo
d'Aquino

06/Aug/15
12:08 PM   17/Aug/15

11:37 AM   RPI/PECE
7.x-0.4     0 4 0 32520   PECE-

81

Multiple authorship was specified in the
PECE Functional requirements document,
requested by Taller, but it was not
implemented in the artifacts (!) -- so it is
being added now 

  
- the solution proposed for Taller was to
use a different taxonomy for users that are
authors but are not registered in the
platform, to avoid the ugly hack of having
to create users for authors who are not
going to use the platform and therefore
add bogus users DB table of
PECE/Drupal. 

 

100% 100% 32520 0 None 9223372036854775807 None None Not
started

10/Aug/15
11:20 AM

- when the author is different
from the user uploading the
content, the name of the user
will be added to a
"contributor field" and the
author field will be the name
of the actual author

1|hzzu4f:
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http://dev-pece.rpi.dropit.in/
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https://www.drupal.org/project/pdf_reader
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RPI/PECE PECE-
69

Setup user permissions
on artifacts content Story Closed Major Done Henrique

Recidive
Aldo
d'Aquino

Aldo
d'Aquino

28/Jul/15
6:59 PM   08/Apr/16

4:57 PM
28/Sep/15
8:59 PM

RPI/PECE
7.X-0.6     0 2   PECE-

136

Permissions will be a radiobox
(mandatory field) to be selected when
creating *every* artifact on the system: 
 
Types of permission: 

 - Private (only accessible to the user who
created the piece of content); 

 - Restricted (only accessible by the role
RESEARCHER); 

 - Open (accessible to everyone). 
  

 
 

None 9223372036854775807 None None Not
started

14/Aug/15
6:37 AM

- After users request
accounts on the system, the
"admin" has to specify if it
is a Researcher or
Contributor account and
approve the account; 

  
- Every artifact must have
the field PERMISSIONS
with the following options
(in radioboxes): 

 (this field is mandatory):
Private, Restricted, Open 

  
- Content marked as Private
must go to a restricted folder
on the file system
(files/private) and not the
standard, public "../files/" of
Drupal 

  
- There are only two roles in
the system: Researchers and
Contributors (this was
already created by
Sebastian); 

 - Researchers have access to
"Restricted" content;
Contributors only have
access to "Open" content. 

 - Content marked as private
is only accessible to the
creator of the content. 

  
- IMPORTANT: Content
marked as Private and
Restricted must go to the
"private" folder of Drupal
and not get exposed to the
web through the "public"
folder. The "public" folder
will hold items marked as
"open". 

  
• Theme adjustments 

 - Permissions in Groups 
 - Edit role's permission in

Groups

1|hzztav:

RPI/PECE PECE-
67

Create new sitefields
when creating an
artifact

Story Open Major Unresolved Unassigned Aldo
d'Aquino

Aldo
d'Aquino

27/Jul/15
3:22 PM   18/Aug/16

10:06 AM         0 1   None 9223372036854775807 None None Not
started 1|hzzzku:zzzx

RPI/PECE PECE-
66

Disable URI field on
artifacts Story Open Major Unresolved Unassigned Aldo

d'Aquino
Aldo
d'Aquino

27/Jul/15
3:14 PM   18/Aug/16

10:07 AM         0 1  

The URI field will be automatically filled
out by a web service which assigns
Persistant Identifier names to our digital
objects. This web service does not exist
yet, so it is necessary to **disable** the
URI fields for now. 

  
the URI fields can be found in Artifacts
(all types), Annotations, and Analytics
(questions). 

 we must disable them by: 
  

- not making them obligatory; 
 - not making them appear in the content

add interface (removing the field if
necessary) 

 - not making them appear in the pages of
different types of content (artifacts,
annotations, analytics). 

  
example: https://github.com/unixjazz/
drupal-pece/commit/
b802a1257cb6d075dab6598c66f96c
f1d20cef94 (and repeat for other content
types).

None 9223372036854775807 None None Not
started 1|i002rn:

RPI/PECE PECE-
65 User Field Diary page Story Closed Major Done Denis Souza Vinicius

Freitas
Vinicius
Freitas

15/Jul/15
2:17 PM   11/Nov/15

3:54 PM
10/Nov/15
5:37 PM

RPI/PECE
7.X-0.9     0 3  

Field diary pages display field-notes --
organized by DATE (more recent on the
top): 

  
- For every user, there will be a field diary
page (with all the fieldnotes a user
created);

None 9223372036854775807 Taller
(TALLER) None Not

started

http://dev-
pece.rpi.dropit.in/field-
diary

14/Aug/15
4:13 AM

- Field diary pages for users
show: fieldnotes for
particular users (one field
diary per user)

# Login as researcher or contributor user 
 # Access the test link url 

 ## Check that only field notes from the
current logged in user are shown 

 ## Check that field notes are listed by
date, with the recent ones in the top and
that field notes are grouped by day 

 ## Check that the user can click on the
ellipsis link to see more results about the
field note 

 ## Check that the tags are displayed at the
bottom 

 # Logout and login with another
researcher or contributor user, but one that
has not field notes created 

 ## Check that a message is displayed
notifying that no results were found.

1|hzzx53:

RPI/PECE PECE-
64 Configure User Story Closed Major Done Renato

Vasconcellos
Vinicius
Freitas

Vinicius
Freitas

15/Jul/15
2:14 PM   12/Aug/15

9:58 AM
10/Aug/15
11:15 AM

RPI/PECE
7.x-0.3     0 6 _thumb_16360.png

_thumb_16359.png 0 79380  

PECE-
79,
PECE-
72

biography/profile fields + display
Privacy/TOS 

  
Needs to include: 

 Full name - (should display in place of
username everywhere on platform - we
used the Real Name module for this, but
I'm sure there is a better way) 

 Email address (text field) 
 Institution (text field) 

 Position (text field) 
 Profile picture -(text field)- 

 Biography (long text) 
 Location -(text field)- 
 Tags (reference to terms) 

  
*none of the above fields are mandatory 

  
If these fields are added directly to the
user entity, then other fields include: 

 username 
 password 
 roles 

 status 
 group membership 

 
Eventually (not in this round of
development) when we install biblio,
there should also be an option to link the
user to the biblio author. 

  
 

100% 100% 79380 0 None 9223372036854775807 Taller
(TALLER) None Not

started
http://dev-
pece.rpi.dropit.in/

20/Jul/15
12:02 PM

- The user should be able to
create a profile 

 - The profile must have the
fields listed in the user story 

 - None of them are
mandatory 

 - The user must accept the
Privacy Policy and TOS to
complete the account
creation

Before to test this feature the TOS must
have been created. 

  
- Access user registration page
(user/register) 

 - Fill the user profile fields 
 - Accept the TOS 

 - Submit the form.

1|hzzu3j:

RPI/PECE PECE-
63

Integrate AMBER
service Story Open Major Unresolved Unassigned Helal Ferrari Helal Ferrari 29/Jun/15

8:26 AM   23/Mar/16
7:53 AM   RPI/PECE

7.x-1.3     0 3  

Amber is a module for preventing external
links from Drupal to be broken. 

 It generates snapshots of webpages on the
disk for future retrieval. 

  
This task has been completed and
included in Luis Felipe's fork: 

 Bring these changes to the dev repository
which taller is working 'drupal-pece': 

  
https://github.com/unixjazz/drupal-
pece/commit/
bf2c6ea733bd3696e672067ff59ed9
ee225c2d85 

  
OBS: cURL has to be installed on your
dev instance, otherwise the module will
not work. 

 it is also necessary to include a lib 'aws' in
the distro make files: 

  
OBS_2: 

 pece.make: 
 libraries[aws][download][type] = file 

 libraries[aws][download][url] =
https://github.com/aws/aws-sdk-
php/releases/download/3.15.5/aws.zip 

 libraries[aws][directory_name] = aws 
 
see: https://github.com/unixjazz/drupal-
pece/commit/
1aede4e74ef3ec52537b59e7640dbc
b1bbb41e9f

None 9223372036854775807 Taller
(TALLER) None Not

started
21/Mar/16
3:38 PM

Amber should be included
and the distro and the
configuration must be
exported as it is shown in
the commits that are linked
above in the description.

1|hzzubr:hqd

RPI/PECE PECE-
62

Setting Etherpad
module Story Open Major Unresolved Unassigned Helal Ferrari Helal Ferrari 29/Jun/15

8:26 AM   11/Feb/16
7:28 PM         0 1  

Improve Etherpad Drupal module 
 Fix multiple authorship for nodes 
 Fix permission issue 

 Fix text display on node 
 There is a discrepancy between the text

formatting in the etherpad and the saved
node! 

 

None 9223372036854775807 Taller
(TALLER) None Not

started 1|hzzzku:zzzv

RPI/PECE PECE-
60

Style guide PECE
theme Story Closed Major Done Liz Durman Helal Ferrari Helal Ferrari 29/Jun/15

8:24 AM   03/Dec/15
12:15 PM

18/Sep/15
10:18 AM

RPI/PECE
7.X-0.6     0 2 _thumb_17016.png

_thumb_17015.png 0 11580   100% 100% 11580 0 None 9223372036854775807 Taller
(TALLER) None Not

started
16/Sep/15
5:06 PM

- Theme should be defined; 
 - Style Guide initial

definition;
1|hzzwyf:

RPI/PECE PECE-
59

Migration
worldpece.org Story Open Major Unresolved Luis Felipe

R. Murillo Helal Ferrari Helal Ferrari 29/Jun/15
8:23 AM   17/Apr/16

11:22 AM   RPI/PECE
7.x-1.3     0 1   disfuncao-

fluxo None 9223372036854775807 Taller
(TALLER) None Not

started 1|hzzuzr:

RPI/PECE PECE-
58

Migration disaster-sts-
network.org Story Open Major Unresolved Unassigned Helal Ferrari Helal Ferrari 29/Jun/15

8:23 AM   11/Feb/16
7:33 PM   RPI/PECE

7.x-1.3     0 1   None 9223372036854775807 Taller
(TALLER) None Not

started 1|hzzuzj:

RPI/PECE PECE-
57

Migration
theasthmafiles.org Story Open Major Unresolved Unassigned Helal Ferrari Helal Ferrari 29/Jun/15

8:23 AM   11/Feb/16
7:34 PM   RPI/PECE

7.x-1.3     0 1   None 9223372036854775807 Taller
(TALLER) None Not

started 1|hzzuzb:
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RPI/PECE PECE-
56

Notification
component Story Closed Major Done Joseph

Ramos Helal Ferrari Helal Ferrari 29/Jun/15
8:22 AM   17/May/16

10:45 AM
04/Mar/16
5:26 PM

Entregues
20160317     0 4 _thumb_19315.png

_thumb_19316.png  

Users must receive in-system (notification
on Drupal) and email notifications,
according to the table described on the
PECE official documentation: 

  
http://pece.readthedocs.org/
en/docs/datamanagement.html#
notification

Renato
Vasconcellos None 9223372036854775807 Taller

(TALLER) None Not
started

http://dev-
pece.rpi.dropit.in

02/Mar/16
6:50 PM

All the notifications on the
description must be
configured (system and
email) 

 * System update email
admin 

 * User Accounts creation
email researcher,
collaborator 

 * Account awaiting approval
email researcher,
collaborator 

 * Blocking account email
researcher, collaborator 

 * Activating account email
researcher, collaborator 

 * Cancelling account email
researcher, collaborator 

 * Deleting account email
researcher, collaborator 

 * Password recovery email
researcher, collaborator 

  
 
- Module “rules” (7.x-2.9)
must be installed.
Configuration files for two
basic rules were sent to Aldo
and Renato by email (they
must be configured by
default with the system). 

  
- The core module “dblog”
has to be configured (via
/admin/config/development/
logging) to “error messages
to display” to none and
maintain the default setting
of “1000” for the option
“Database log messages to
keep” 

 

*Configuration:* 
  

- As administrator, configure the SMTP
server you want to use. 

 Go to Admin > Configuration > SMTP
authentication support and set the
following values: 

  
-- Turn on the module at the Install
options fieldset at the top. 

 -- SMTP server settings: 
 --- smtp server: smtp.gmail.com 

 --- smtp backup server: leave blank. 
 --- smtp port: 465 

 --- use encrypted protocol: select "use
SSL" 

 -- SMTP authentication: Enter a valid
Gmail email address and password. 

 -- Email options: Set the same email
address that you used at SMTP
Authentication. Using a different account
is called Phishing 

 -- Send test email: set an email to receive
a sample email. 

 -- Enable debugging: yes 
  

*Use case 1: System update notification* 
 - Login as administrator 

 - Check if the update configurations
(admin/reports/updates/settings) is:
*weekly* and *only security updates* 

  
*Use case 2: User accounts creation
notification* 

 - Login as administrator 
 - Create a new user and set to send a

notification to him/her. 
 - Check if the new user receive the

Account activated mail. 
  

*Use case 3: Accounts awainting approval
notification* 

 - As anonymous, create a new user (the
user must be moderated) 

 - Check if the new user receive the
"Awainting approval" email 

  
*Use case 4: Blocking account
notification* 

 - Login as administrator 
 - Edit the user to be blocked and save. 

 - Check if the user receive the "User
Blocked" mail. 

  
*Use case 5: Activating account
notification* 

 - As anonymous, create a new user (the
user must be moderated) 

 - Login as administrator and approve
his/her account 

 - Check if the new user receive the
Account approved mail. 

  
*Use case 6: Cancelling account
notification* 

 - Login as administrator and cancel an
user account selecting one of the
"Disable" options 

 - Check the "Send user notification"
checkbox 

 - Check if the user received the Account
blocked mail. 

  
*Use case 7: Deleting account
notification* 

 - Login as administrator and cancel an
user account selecting one of the "Delete"
options 

 - Check the "Send user notification"
checkbox 

 - Check if the user received the Account
cancelled mail. 

  
*Use case 8: Password recovery
notification* 

 - As anonymous, access the login page
and request a new password 

 - Fill the email field and send. 
 - Check if the pass recovery mail is

received.

1|hzzstj:jt924o

RPI/PECE PECE-
55

Multiple authorship for
artifacts Story Open Major Unresolved Lindsay

Poirier Helal Ferrari Helal Ferrari 29/Jun/15
8:21 AM   22/Mar/16

2:51 AM         0 2   None 9223372036854775807 Taller
(TALLER) None Not

started
22/Mar/16
2:51 AM 1|hzzzku:zzzr

RPI/PECE PECE-
47

Photo Essay
component Story Closed Major Done Lucas

Constantino Helal Ferrari Helal Ferrari 29/Jun/15
8:17 AM   20/Jun/16

9:58 AM
13/Jun/16
1:39 PM

Vinga-
20160620     0 1  

PECE-
162,
PECE-
164

Researchers, contributors, and admin
should be able to create a photo essay.

 Create a new content type (with the
following fields)

 * URI
 * Title
 * Date of creation

 * Date of publication
 * Date(s) of modification

 * Revision number
 * Author

 * Contributors (if different from authors)
(for author and contributors, follow same
format as artifacts)

 * Image artifact reference + photo essay
text (users should be able to add multiple
fields here)(should be able to reorder these
from the edit interface)

 * Thumbnail image
 * Group Audience

 * License
 * Permissions (same as artifacts)

 * Tags
 * Comments

  
Any logged-in user should be able to
comment on photo essays (if permissions
allow).

 Follow slides 26 and 27 for design:
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/
1HUB56d7m1JBDiAJQfJMEgVqDXG1-
Xgl-j6bCpLETiUk/edit#slide=id.
g12039c35f4_0_0

  
 

None 9223372036854775807 Taller
(TALLER) None Not

started
http://dev-
pece.rpi.dropit.in/

Researchers, contributors,
and admin should be able to
create a photo essay from
their dashboard. 

 Photo essay should be
designed according to the
google slideshow 

 

1 - Add some image artifacts; 
 2 - Follow the instruction on this video

tutorial: https://drive.google.com/open?
id=
0ByqOKtx8u8TTakNmUUR0amZVWDA

1|hzzstj:jt924mko00yta9r

RPI/PECE PECE-
46 Timeline component Story Open Major Unresolved Unassigned Helal Ferrari Helal Ferrari 29/Jun/15

8:17 AM   06/Apr/16
4:27 PM   RPI/PECE

7.x-1.3     0 1   None 9223372036854775807 Taller
(TALLER) None Not

started 1|hzzubr:hqbd

RPI/PECE PECE-
45

Setting Elastic Search
modules Story Open Major Unresolved Unassigned Helal Ferrari Helal Ferrari 29/Jun/15

8:17 AM   06/Apr/16
3:49 PM   RPI/PECE

7.x-1.3     0 2   None 9223372036854775807 Taller
(TALLER) None Not

started
29/Jun/15
7:02 PM 1|i001u5:byx

RPI/PECE PECE-
43

Restricted Search
Results Page Story Open Major Unresolved Unassigned Helal Ferrari Helal Ferrari 29/Jun/15

8:15 AM   11/Feb/16
7:27 PM         0 1  

Restricted searching will be controlled
through user roles and on an individual
artifact-basis. 
 
Administrator, Researcher, and
Collaborator roles, having different levels
of access to content, have also different
levels of access to the search
functionalities of the system, being only
allowed to search and find content that is
available to them through the
Drupal/PECE roles system. 
 
Users will have the ability to exclude
particular Nodes (called Artifacts on
PECE) from search results. 

  
Further explanation of this user story is to
be found in the Data Management
document, section number 9.

None 9223372036854775807 Taller
(TALLER) None Not

started

- Install search server
modules:
“elasticsearch_connector” v.
7.x-1.0-alpha7; “entity” 7.x-
1.6; “search_api” 7.x-1.14;
“search_api_multi” v. 7.x-
1.2. 

  
- For the restricted search
capability, install
“search_config” v. 7.x-1.1. 
 
- Under “Search API”,
configure new server: 'PECE
Search' and select under
“Elasticsearch Connector
Service settings, cluster:
'pecesearch'”. Default
configuration for
“Elasticsearch connector” on
“Clusters” is: [cluster_name:
pecesearch; server_URL:
worldpece.org:9200;
make_this_cluster_default_
connection ON; status
Active; connection_timeout:
200]. For the configuration
of “search_config” module,
under general system
permissions mark:
“authenticated user: exclude
particular nodes from search
results”. 

 

1|hzzzku:i

RPI/PECE PECE-
42

Search block
component Story Open Major Unresolved Unassigned Helal Ferrari Helal Ferrari 29/Jun/15

8:15 AM   01/Mar/16
3:37 AM   RPI/PECE

7.x-1.2     0 1   None 9223372036854775807 Taller
(TALLER) None Not

started 1|i00223:

RPI/PECE PECE-
41 About page Story Closed Major Done Luiz Guerra Helal Ferrari Helal Ferrari 29/Jun/15

8:14 AM   01/Mar/16
3:34 AM

12/Feb/16
1:35 PM

RPI/PECE
7.x-1.0     0 1  

The about page, like the group page,
should show a series of tabs. See slide 20:
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/
1HUB56d7m1JBDiAJQfJMEgVqDXG1-
Xgl-j6bCpLETiUk/edit#slide=id.
gcbf19ff21_0_30 

  
The first and highlighted tab should show
the About text. There needs to be a way
for admin users to write up the About text.
 
The second tab should display a view of
all the projects (thumbnail image with
linked title; display all) 

 The third tab should display a view of all
people (thumbnail profile image with
linked name; display all) 

 (The logics tabs will be created in a
separate user story.) 

 The fourth tab should display the list of
substantive logics (if they exist) 

 The fifth tab should display the list of
design logics 

 The last tab will offer information on
PECE, which should be static text which
comes pre-configured with the drupal
install 

  
HERE is the text for the About PECE
page: 

 https://docs.google.com/document/d/1s-
x_3LNXns_
Oj3ETICkLpdeEWfNtSqGDYsKWDoSJc
x8/edit 

  
(copy text UNTIL -- stop copying at the
header: "TEST PROJECTS: ACTUAL
AND IMAGINED") 

 

None 9223372036854775807 Taller
(TALLER) None Not

started
http://dev-
pece.rpi.dropit.in/about

a user should be able to view
the about page 

 the user should be able to
click through tabs for about
text, projects, people,
substantive and design
logics and PECE

# As an anonymous, researcher,
contributor or administrator user, access
the test link's url 

 # Check that the following tabs are
displayed: 

 ## About (Title of this content) 
 ## Projects 

 ## People 
 ## Substantive logics 

 ## Design logics 
 ## About PECE 

 # Check that the content of each tab is
correct: 

 ## About: Body of the about content 
 ## Projects: All the projects (thumbnail

and title) 
 ## People: Administrator, researchers and

contributor users (thumbnail and title) 
 ## Substantive logics: All the substantive

logics (thumbnail and title) 
 ## Design logics: All the design logics

(thumbnail and title) 
 ## About PECE (Static block with the

provided content) 
  

Obs.: Only admin user will be able to
create the about page. 

 

-
Conflitos.- 1|hzzstj:juwv

RPI/PECE PECE-
40

Redesign Annotation
pages Story Open Major Unresolved Unassigned Helal Ferrari Helal Ferrari 29/Jun/15

8:14 AM   25/May/16
11:51 AM   RPI/PECE

7.x-1.3     0 1   None 9223372036854775807 Taller
(TALLER) None Not

started 1|hzzstj:jt924p0b3

RPI/PECE PECE-
38 Artifacts page Story Closed Major Done Renato

Vasconcellos Helal Ferrari Helal Ferrari 29/Jun/15
8:13 AM   24/Aug/15

4:04 PM
21/Aug/15
5:57 PM

RPI/PECE
7.x-0.5     0 1 0 57720  

- Base artifact 
 - Image artifact 

 - Website artifact 
 - Text artifact 

 - Display all fields but hide empty values 
 - All references to other material should

be displayed as a link 
- File attachment should be rendered (pdf
with the pdf module, video and audio with
a video/audio player, URL as the URL) 

 - Follow "PECE Design Document":
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/
1HUB56d7m1JBDiAJQfJMEgVqDXG1-
Xgl-j6bCpLETiUk/edit#slide=id.
gb0a2078f1_2_224 

  

100% 100% 57720 0 None 9223372036854775807 Taller
(TALLER) None Not

started

PDF documents must be
displayed with the module:
PDF Reader
(https://www.drupal.org/
project/pdf_reader) and
configured with the PDF.js
library for display 

 Obs.: This came from
PECE-9 comment.

- To render the pdf file
in the PDF Document
artifact: 
--
https://www.drupal.org/
project/pdf 

 --
https://www.drupal.org/
project/pdf_reader

1|hzzu5r:
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RPI/PECE PECE-
37 Front page Story Closed Major Done Renato

Vasconcellos Helal Ferrari Helal Ferrari 29/Jun/15
8:13 AM   10/Nov/15

5:02 PM
09/Nov/15
7:41 PM

RPI/PECE
7.X-0.9     0 1 0 60  

The front page should be modeled after
Zooniverse's https://www.zooniverse.org/
front page with large horizontal banners
as you scroll down. 

  
In the first banner, there will be an image
slider (this will be set up in the next leg of
development though). 

 In the second banner, there will be an icon
image and About text (we will set this up
at a later stage as well - once the about
page has been set up) 

  
In this stage we would like the front page
to have three horizontal banners filled: 

 # Five featured (most recent for now)
groups (these should be in one row of
five, the thumbnail should be on top and
the group title as a link beneath it) (title:
Collaborate in a group) 

 # Five featured (most recent for now)
artifacts (these should be in one row of
five, the thumbnail or icon should be on
top and the artifact title as a link beneath
it. (Title: Analyze an artifact) 

 # A tag cloud of the platform's most used
tags. (we've used this module in the past -
https://www.drupal.org/project/tagclouds)
(Title: Experiment with terms) 

  
The change in banner should be marked
with a slight change in background color
(various light gray shades)

100% 100% 60 0 None 9223372036854775807 Taller
(TALLER) None Not

started
http://dev-
pece.rpi.dropit.in/

Horizontal banners will be
marked by slight changes in
background color as in
https://www.zooniverse.org/ 

  
Three banners will be filled
in as described in the
Description: 

 # Groups 
# Artifacts 

 # Terms

- Check if the following sections are
available: 

 -- COLLABORATE IN A GROUP 
 -- ANALYZE AN ARTIFACT 

 -- EXPERIMENT WITH TERMS

1|hzzx3z:

RPI/PECE PECE-
36 RSS Feed Story Open Major Unresolved Unassigned Helal Ferrari Helal Ferrari 29/Jun/15

8:12 AM   11/Feb/16
7:27 PM         0 1   None 9223372036854775807 Taller

(TALLER) None Not
started 1|hzzzku:zy

RPI/PECE PECE-
32

Image Slider
Component Story Closed Major Done Renato

Vasconcellos Helal Ferrari Helal Ferrari 29/Jun/15
8:11 AM   17/Mar/16

10:32 PM
29/Feb/16
5:39 PM

Entregues
20160317     0 4

_thumb_19306.png
_thumb_19307.png
_thumb_19301.png

 

The first row on the front page should be
an image slider. 

 Only admin users should be able to
upload images for this slider. 
Images should be stretched and cropped -
so as not to distort their aspect ratio.- 

 The system should recommend that
images be a certain size. 

 Images should resize with the window.

Mario Heber None 9223372036854775807 Taller
(TALLER) None Not

started
http://dev-
pece.rpi.dropit.in

01/Mar/16
7:38 PM

The first row on the front
page should be an image
slider. 

 Only admin users should be
able to upload images for
this slider. 
Images should be stretched
and cropped so as not to
distort their aspect ratio. 

 The system should
recommend that images be a
certain size. 

 Images should resize with
the window.

- Check if frontpage slide is on the
homepage 

 - The images must be stretched to 100%
of the window width and 460px height

1|hzzstj:jt924n5i

RPI/PECE PECE-
31 Bibliography support Story Closed Major Done Lucas

Constantino Helal Ferrari Helal Ferrari 29/Jun/15
7:58 AM   13/Jun/16

11:27 AM
24/May/16
1:09 PM

Vinga-
20160613     0 3   PECE-

158

Users should be able to import
bibliographic references with PDF files or
Websites links and have them
automatically generated as PDF artifacts
and Website links (the fields and they
machine names are listed in the code of
biblio_zotero on Drupal.org) 

  
This behavior is offered by 2 modules:
biblio and biblio_zotero. 

 We have to add those modules to the
distro and change a few fields of 2 content
types (PDF and Website artifact) as part of
the acceptance criteria for this story. 

  
Comment from PECE-9: 

 Citation fields for the PDF artifact will be
pulled from the biblio module-generated
node (biblio item), example:
[http://worldpece.org/node/1122]

Luiz
Amorim None 9223372036854775807 Taller

(TALLER) None Not
started

http://dev-
pece.rpi.dropit.in/

21/Apr/16
2:10 PM

-1. Should have bring Biblio
and Biblio_Zotero modules
to the distro make files- 

  
-3. Should have the Website
link artifact to include the
URL imported via
biblio_zotero-

1 - Access "/node/add/zotero-feed" to add
a node of type "Zotero feed"; 

 2 - Configure the field to fetch from users
or groups and optionally add and API key
to access private items; 

 3 - You can add multiple feeds if desired.
Each of them will import some items
when created and will then import items
every 30min (configurable).

1|hzzstj:jt924mko00yzyx

RPI/PECE PECE-
29 Website Annotations Story Open Major Unresolved Unassigned Aldo

d'Aquino
Aldo
d'Aquino

25/Jun/15
4:48 PM   11/Feb/16

7:27 PM         0 1  
As a contributor or researcher I should be
able to create Annotations related to
Website Artifacts

None 9223372036854775807 Taller
(TALLER) None Not

started 1|hzzzku:r

RPI/PECE PECE-
28 Video Annotations Story Open Major Unresolved Lindsay

Poirier
Aldo
d'Aquino

Aldo
d'Aquino

25/Jun/15
4:47 PM   21/Mar/16

3:02 PM         0 1  
As a contributor or researcher I should be
able to create Annotations related to
Video Artifacts

None 9223372036854775807 Taller
(TALLER) None Not

started 1|hzzzku:zr

RPI/PECE PECE-
27 Audio Annotations Story Open Major Unresolved Unassigned Aldo

d'Aquino
Aldo
d'Aquino

25/Jun/15
4:47 PM   11/Feb/16

7:27 PM         0 1  
As a contributor or researcher I should be
able to create Annotations related to
Audio Artifacts

None 9223372036854775807 Taller
(TALLER) None Not

started 1|hzzzku:zv

RPI/PECE PECE-
26

PDF Document
Annotations Story Open Major Unresolved Unassigned Aldo

d'Aquino
Aldo
d'Aquino

25/Jun/15
4:45 PM   11/Feb/16

7:27 PM         0 1  
As a contributor or researcher I should be
able to create Annotations related to PDF
Document Artifacts

None 9223372036854775807 Taller
(TALLER) None Not

started 1|hzzzku:zz

RPI/PECE PECE-
25 Image Annotations Story Open Major Unresolved Unassigned Aldo

d'Aquino
Aldo
d'Aquino

25/Jun/15
4:44 PM   11/Feb/16

7:27 PM         0 1  
As a contributor or researcher I should be
able to create Annotations related to
Image Artifacts

None 9223372036854775807 Taller
(TALLER) None Not

started 1|hzzzku:zi

RPI/PECE PECE-
24 Text Annotations Story Open Major Unresolved Unassigned Aldo

d'Aquino
Aldo
d'Aquino

25/Jun/15
4:44 PM   11/Feb/16

7:27 PM         0 1 0 7200  

By Monday I will fill this in. This user
story will be specifically for implementing
annotation.js to annotate segments of a
piece of text.

100% 100% 7200 0 None 9223372036854775807 Taller
(TALLER) None Not

started 1|hzzzku:z

RPI/PECE PECE-
22

Creative Common
license Story Closed Major Done Renato

Vasconcellos Helal Ferrari Helal Ferrari 25/Jun/15
4:12 PM   12/Aug/15

9:58 AM
27/Jul/15
4:47 PM

RPI/PECE
7.x-0.2     0 3 0 32520  

As a contributor or researcher should be
able to set a license for the artifacts. 

  
 
 
If the license is not specified it would
default to *"CC SE BY 4.0
International"*.

100% 100% 32520 0 None 9223372036854775807 Taller
(TALLER) None Not

started
http://dev-
pece.rpi.dropit.in/

09/Jul/15
4:12 PM

- All artifacts must have the
licence field 

 - The default value for the
field shoud be "Attribution
CC BY SA"

- As administrator, access the artifact
creation page (/node/add/pece_artifact) 

 - Check if the license fields is present 
 - Go to content type administration page

(admin/structure/types) 
 - Click the Add a new content type link 

 - Go to Inheritance vertical tab and enable
the inheritance based on the Artifact
content type 

 - Finish the new content type creation as
usual 

 - Check for the Licence field in the new
content type

1|hzzu3b:

RPI/PECE PECE-
21 Audio Artifact Story Closed Major Done Renato

Vasconcellos
Aldo
d'Aquino

Aldo
d'Aquino

25/Jun/15
4:03 PM   28/Oct/15

3:22 PM
14/Aug/15
5:03 PM

RPI/PECE
7.x-0.4     0 3 0 120   PECE-

101

As a contributor or researcher should be
able to create an audio artifact to provide
new content to groups. 
 
Fields: 
 
* URI * ** 

 * Title * ** 
 * Date of creation * ** *** 

 * Date of publication * ** *** 
 * Date(s) of modification * ** *** 

 ** Revision number 
 ** Author <<User>> 
 * Author ** 

 ** Taxonomy reference 
 * Contributtors (if different from author)

** 
 * _Fieldsite_ ** 

* Critical Commentary 
* _License_ * ** 
* -Permissions- (later on PECE-69) 
* Tags ** 

 * -Citation- (later on PECE-31) 
* File attachment * 
* Format (text field) 

 * Duration (text field) 
 * Location (if different from fieldsite) 

* _Group Audience_ ** 
** _Groups_ 

 ** -Personal workspace- (TBD) 
 
indicate required fields * 

 indicate base artifact field ** 
 indicates drupal standard feature *** 

  

100% 100% 120 0 None 9223372036854775807 Taller
(TALLER) None Not

started
09/Jul/15
3:42 PM

* As a contributor or
researcher should be able to
create a audio artifact to
provide new content to
groups 

 * supported (open and
mostly websafe) audio
formats only: ogg, mp3,
mka, m4a, mp4, webm, wav 

 * all fields in description

1|hzzu53:

RPI/PECE PECE-
20 Website artifact Story Closed Major Done Renato

Vasconcellos Helal Ferrari Helal Ferrari 25/Jun/15
4:03 PM   19/Aug/15

2:48 PM
17/Aug/15
7:01 PM

RPI/PECE
7.x-0.5     0 3 0 36180  

As a contributor or researcher should be
able to create a website artifact to provide
new content to groups. 

  
Fields: 
 
* URI * ** 

 * Title * ** 
 * Date of creation * ** *** 

 * Date of publication * ** *** 
 * Date(s) of modification * ** *** 

 ** Revision number 
 ** Author <<User>> 
 * Author ** 

 ** Taxonomy reference 
 * Contributtors (if different from author)

** 
 * _Fieldsite_ ** 

* Critical Commentary 
* _License_ * ** 
* -Permissions- (later on PECE-69) 
* Tags ** 

 * -Citation- (later on PECE-31) 
* Website URL * 

 * Location (if different from fieldsite) 
* _Group Audience_ ** 
** _Groups_ 

 ** -Personal workspace- (TBD) 
 
indicate required fields * 

 indicate base artifact field ** 
 indicates drupal standard feature ***

100% 100% 36180 0 None 9223372036854775807 Taller
(TALLER) None Not

started
http://dev-
pece.rpi.dropit.in/

05/Aug/15
7:22 PM

* As a contributor or
researcher should be able to
create a website artifact to
provide new content to
groups 

 * all fields in description 
 *

- Login as a Contributor user 
 - Access Create Website artifact page

(node/add/pece-artifact-website) 
 - Fill requied fields 

 - Save

1|hzzu5b:

RPI/PECE PECE-
19 Video artifact Story Closed Major Done Renato

Vasconcellos Helal Ferrari Helal Ferrari 25/Jun/15
4:02 PM   11/Feb/16

5:14 PM
14/Aug/15
5:06 PM

RPI/PECE
7.x-0.4     0 3 0 57960   PECE-

101

As a contributor or researcher should be
able to create a video artifact to provide
new content to groups. 

  
Fields: 

  
* URI * **

 * Title * **
 * Date of creation * ** ***

 * Date of publication * ** ***
 * Date(s) of modification * ** ***

 ** Revision number
 ** Author <<User>>
 * Author **

 ** Taxonomy reference
 * Contributtors (if different from author)

**
 * _Fieldsite_ ** 

 * Critical Commentary 
 * _License_ * ** 

 * -Permissions- (later on PECE-69) 
 * Tags **

 * -Citation- (later on PECE-31) 
 * File attachment * 

 * Format (text field)
 * Duration (text field)

 * Location (if different from fieldsite) 
 * _Group Audience_ ** 

 ** _Groups_
 ** -Personal workspace- (TBD) 

  
indicate required fields *

 indicate base artifact field **
 indicates drupal standard feature ***

100% 100% 57960 0 None 9223372036854775807 Taller
(TALLER) None Not

started
09/Jul/15
3:51 PM

* As a contributor or
researcher should be able to
create a video artifact to
provide new content to
groups 

 * only these file types
should be permitted: ogv,
ogg, mp4, m4v, webm 

 * all fields in description

1|hzzu4v:

https://taller.atlassian.net/browse/PECE-37
https://www.zooniverse.org/
https://www.drupal.org/project/tagclouds
http://secure/TempoAccount.jspa?key=TALLER
http://dev-pece.rpi.dropit.in/
https://www.zooniverse.org/
https://taller.atlassian.net/browse/PECE-36
http://secure/TempoAccount.jspa?key=TALLER
https://taller.atlassian.net/browse/PECE-32
https://taller.atlassian.net/secure/attachment/19306/_thumb_19306.png
https://taller.atlassian.net/secure/attachment/19307/_thumb_19307.png
https://taller.atlassian.net/secure/attachment/19301/_thumb_19301.png
http://secure/TempoAccount.jspa?key=TALLER
http://dev-pece.rpi.dropit.in/
https://taller.atlassian.net/browse/PECE-31
http://worldpece.org/node/1122
http://secure/TempoAccount.jspa?key=TALLER
http://dev-pece.rpi.dropit.in/
https://taller.atlassian.net/browse/PECE-29
http://secure/TempoAccount.jspa?key=TALLER
https://taller.atlassian.net/browse/PECE-28
http://secure/TempoAccount.jspa?key=TALLER
https://taller.atlassian.net/browse/PECE-27
http://secure/TempoAccount.jspa?key=TALLER
https://taller.atlassian.net/browse/PECE-26
http://secure/TempoAccount.jspa?key=TALLER
https://taller.atlassian.net/browse/PECE-25
http://secure/TempoAccount.jspa?key=TALLER
https://taller.atlassian.net/browse/PECE-24
http://secure/TempoAccount.jspa?key=TALLER
https://taller.atlassian.net/browse/PECE-22
http://secure/TempoAccount.jspa?key=TALLER
http://dev-pece.rpi.dropit.in/
https://taller.atlassian.net/browse/PECE-21
http://secure/TempoAccount.jspa?key=TALLER
https://taller.atlassian.net/browse/PECE-20
http://secure/TempoAccount.jspa?key=TALLER
http://dev-pece.rpi.dropit.in/
https://taller.atlassian.net/browse/PECE-19
http://secure/TempoAccount.jspa?key=TALLER


9/11/2019 https://mail-attachment.googleusercontent.com/attachment/u/0/?ui=2&ik=909c69653a&attid=0.1&permmsgid=msg-f:1549628060856307210&th=15816282d5514e0a&view=att&disp=inline&realattid=f_iuw…

https://mail-attachment.googleusercontent.com/attachment/u/0/?ui=2&ik=909c69653a&attid=0.1&permmsgid=msg-f:1549628060856307210&th=15816282d5514e0a&view=att&disp=inline&realattid=f_iuws21900&sa… 11/11
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RPI/PECE PECE-
18 Image artifact Story Closed Major Done Renato

Vasconcellos Helal Ferrari Helal Ferrari 25/Jun/15
4:00 PM   12/Aug/15

9:58 AM
10/Aug/15
11:16 AM

RPI/PECE
7.x-0.3     0 5 0 89460  

As a contributor and researcher should be
able to create an image artifact to provide
new content to groups. 

  
Fields: 
 
* URI * ** 

 * Title * ** 
 * Date of creation * ** *** 

 * Date of publication * ** *** 
 * Date(s) of modification * ** *** 

 ** Revision number 
 ** Author <<User>> 
 * -Author- ** (later on PECE-71) 

 ** -Taxonomy reference- 
* Contributtors (if different from author)
** 

 * _Fieldsite_ ** 
* Critical Commentary 
* _License_ * ** 
* -Permissions- (later on PECE-69) 
* Tags ** 

 * File attachment * 
* Format (text field) 

 * -Location (if different from field site)-
** (later on PECE-72) 

 * _Group Audience_ ** 
** _Groups_ 

 ** -Personal workspace- (TBD) 
 
indicate required fields * 

 indicate base artifact field ** 
 indicates drupal standard feature *** 

  
*required 

 *please note that we are not marking the
fields already generated by Drupal (user,
date of creation, etc.)*

100% 100% 89460 0 None 9223372036854775807 Taller
(TALLER) None Not

started
http://dev-
pece.rpi.dropit.in/

29/Jul/15
6:48 PM

- The contributor/researcher
should be able to create
image Artifacts 

 - The image artifact must
contains the fields listed in
the user story 

 - The allowerd file formats
are: jpg, jpeg, gif, svg, png

- As adminstrator, acess the Image artifact
content add page (node/add/pece-artifact-
image) 

 - Fill the required fields 
 - Save the form.

1|hzzu3r:

RPI/PECE PECE-
17 Text Artifact Story Closed Major Unresolved Renato

Vasconcellos
Aldo
d'Aquino

Aldo
d'Aquino

25/Jun/15
3:58 PM   08/Apr/16

5:26 PM   RPI/PECE
7.x-0.5     0 2 0 16200  

As a contributor or researcher should be
able to create a text artifact to provide
new content to groups. 
 
Fields: 
 
* URI * ** 

 * Title * ** 
 * Date of creation * ** *** 

 * Date of publication * ** *** 
 * Date(s) of modification * ** *** 

 ** Revision number 
 ** Author <<User>> 
 * Author ** 

 ** Taxonomy reference 
 * Contributtors (if different from author)

** 
 * _Fieldsite_ ** 

 * Critical Commentary 
* _License_ * ** 

 * -Permissions- (later on PECE-69) 
* Tags ** 

 * -Citation- (later on PECE-31) 
 * Text field (text_long -- Long Text) 

 * Location (if different from fieldsite) 
 * _Group Audience_ ** 

** _Groups_ 
 ** -Personal workspace- (TBD) 

 
indicate required fields * 

 indicate base artifact field ** 
 indicates drupal standard feature ***

100% 100% 16200 0 None 9223372036854775807 Taller
(TALLER) None Not

started
14/Aug/15
4:23 AM

- As a contributor or
researcher should be able to
create a text artifact to
provide new content to
groups 

 -all fields in description

1|hzzu5j:

RPI/PECE PECE-
12 Memo Story Closed Major Done Renato

Vasconcellos Helal Ferrari Helal Ferrari 24/Jun/15
1:34 PM   15/Oct/15

10:15 AM
08/Oct/15
1:03 PM

RPI/PECE
7.X-0.6     0 1  

Any logged in user (admin, researcher, or
contributor) can create a memo. 
Any logged in user should be able to
comment on a memo.

  
Fields: 

  
* URI * **

 * Title * **
 * Date of creation * *** **

 * Date of publication * *** **
 * Date(s) of modification * *** **

 Revision number
 Author <<User>>
 * Author ( in line with PECE-71) **

 ** Taxonomy reference 
 * Contributors (if different from author)

**
 * Body (long text)

 * _License_ * **
 * Permissions (in line with PECE-69) **

 * Tags **
 * _Group Audience_ **

 ** _Groups_
 * Comments
  

 
indicate required fields *

 Same as field in in base artifact **
 indicates drupal standard feature ***

None 9223372036854775807 Taller
(TALLER) None Not

started
http://dev-
pece.rpi.dropit.in/

The
admin/contributor/researcher
should be able to create a
Memo 

 The memo must contains the
fields listed in the user story 

 Any logged in user should
be able to comment on a
memo. 

  

- As a researcher user, access
node/add/pece-memo 

 - Fill out the required fields 
 - Save the form 

 - Log out and access the content
previously created 

 - Check if anonymous cannot comment
the Memo 

 - Log in as a contributor user and access
the Memo 

 - Add a comment 
 - Log in as administrator and approve the

comment (admin/content/comment/
approval) 

 - Go to the Memo page and check if the
comment is shown 

 

1|hzztgn:

RPI/PECE PECE-
9 PDF Document artifact Story Closed Major Done Renato

Vasconcellos Helal Ferrari Helal Ferrari 24/Jun/15
1:18 PM   12/Aug/15

9:58 AM
10/Aug/15
11:17 AM

RPI/PECE
7.x-0.3     0 4 0 42360  

As a contributor and researcher should be
able to create a pdf document artifact to
provide new content to groups. 

  
 
Fields: 
 
* URI * ** 

 * Title * ** 
 * Date of creation * ** *** 

 * Date of publication * ** *** 
 * Date(s) of modification * ** *** 

 ** Revision number 
 ** Author <<User>> 
 * -Author- ** (later on PECE-71) 

 ** -Taxonomy reference- 
* Contributtors (if different from author)
** 

 * _Fieldsite_ ** 
* -Citation- (later on PECE-31) 

 * Critical Commentary (long-text field) 
 * _License_ * ** 

* -Permissions- (later on PECE-69) 
* Tags ** 

 * File attachment * 
* -Location (if different from field site)-
** (later on PECE-72) 

 * _Group Audience_ ** 
** _Groups_ 

 ** -Personal workspace- (TBD) 
 
indicate required fields * 

 indicate base artifact field ** 
 indicates drupal standard feature *** 

  
*required 

 *please note that we are not marking the
fields already generated by Drupal (user,
date of creation, etc.)*

100% 100% 42360 0 None 9223372036854775807 Taller
(TALLER) None Not

started
29/Jul/15
7:23 PM

- The contributor/researcher
should be able to create PDF
Document Artifacts 

 - The PDF Document
artifact must contains the
fields listed in the user story

1|hzzu3z:

RPI/PECE PECE-
7

Project´s distribution
install/configuration Story Closed Major Done Renato

Vasconcellos
Sebastian
Ferrari

Sebastian
Ferrari

16/Jun/15
8:08 PM   12/Aug/15

9:58 AM
24/Jul/15
9:41 PM

RPI/PECE
7.x-0.2     0 4 _thumb_16330.png 0 72000  

As an administrator I should be able to
install PECE distribution. 

  
The user creation form must have a
checkbox for accept the Privacy Policy
and the TOS

100% 100% 72000 0 None 9223372036854775807 Taller
(TALLER) None Not

started
http://dev-
pece.rpi.dropit.in/

09/Jul/15
4:48 PM

- The user must accept the
Privacy Policy and the
Terms of Service in order to
create a new account.

- Access the legal information form at
Administration » Configuration » People
» Legal (admin/config/people/legal) 

 - Set the *Terms & Conditions* field 
 - Save the form 

 - Logout 
 - Access the registration page

(user/register) 
 - Enter the user name and email 

 - Accept the TOS by checking the
checkbox 

 - Click the Create new account button.

1|hzzu2f:

RPI/PECE PECE-
6

Workflow environment
setup Architecture Closed

Task Major Done Sebastian
Ferrari

Aldo
d'Aquino

Aldo
d'Aquino

02/Jun/15
6:50 PM   23/Jul/15

10:56 AM
09/Jun/15
2:29 PM

RPI/PECE
7.x-0.1     0 2 0 68400  

- local provision environment 
 - github repo 

 - strider 
 - dev integration environment 

 

100% 100% 68400 0 None 9223372036854775807 Taller
(TALLER) None Not

started
09/Jun/15
2:29 PM 1|hzztq7:

RPI/PECE PECE-
5

As a contributor I want
to create fieldsites Story Closed Major Done Sebastian

Ferrari
Aldo
d'Aquino

Aldo
d'Aquino

02/Jun/15
6:43 PM   23/Jul/15

10:56 AM
11/Jun/15
12:44 AM

RPI/PECE
7.x-0.1     0 2 0 10800  

* URI (required) 
 * Title (required) 
 * Researchers <<User>> 

 * Description (required) 
 * Location

100% 100% 10800 0 None 9223372036854775807 Taller
(TALLER) None Not

started
11/Jun/15
12:43 AM

1. Go to http://dev-pece.rpi.dropit.in/user 
 2. Login: admin 6pzLdbWm2w 

 3. Go to http://dev-pece.rpi.dropit.in/
node/add/pece-fieldsite 

 4. Create a new Fieldsite.

1|hzztqn:

RPI/PECE PECE-
4

As a contributor I want
to create group Story Closed Major Done Sebastian

Ferrari
Aldo
d'Aquino

Aldo
d'Aquino

02/Jun/15
6:10 PM   23/Jul/15

10:56 AM
10/Jun/15
10:01 PM

RPI/PECE
7.x-0.1     0 3 0 28800  

* URI (required - uuid) 
 * Title (required) 

 * Description (required) 
 * Email 

 * _Members_ 
 ** _Researchers_ 

 ** _Contributors_ 
 * _Permissions_

100% 100% 28800 0 None 9223372036854775807 Taller
(TALLER) None Not

started
10/Jun/15
7:22 PM

- all fields in description 
 - required fields should be

validated

1. Go to http://dev-pece.rpi.dropit.in/user 
 2. Login: admin 6pzLdbWm2w 

 3. Go to http://dev-pece.rpi.dropit.in/
node/add/pece-group 

 4. Create a new Group.

1|hzztqf:

RPI/PECE PECE-
3

As a contributor I want
to create a fieldnote
artifact

Story Closed Major Done Renato
Vasconcellos

Aldo
d'Aquino

Aldo
d'Aquino

02/Jun/15
5:24 PM   23/Jun/16

2:57 PM
15/Jun/15
4:34 PM

RPI/PECE
7.x-0.2     0 5 _thumb_16253.png 0 118800  

* URI (required) 
 * Date of creation (required) 

 * Date of publication (required) 
 * Date(s) of modification (required) 

 ** Revision number (required) 
 ** _Author_ <<User>> 

 * _Contributors_ (if different from
authors) <<User>> 

 * Text (required) 
 * _Fieldsite_ 

 * _Annotation_ 
 * _License_ 

 * _Permissions_ 
 * _Tags_ 
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started
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- all fields in description 
 - references to other content

types 
 - required fields should be

validated

1. Go to http://dev-pece.rpi.dropit.in/user
and login: admin 12Admin@PECE#$ 

 2. Add a Fieldnote artifact, go to
http://dev-pece.rpi.dropit.in/node/add then
click in Fieldnote content type. 

 3. Fill all the fields, and save.
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